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Chapter 1
Introduction
Polysemy and Homonymy are two different kinds of lexical ambiguity. The main
difference between them is that plysemous words can share the same alternation
- where alternation is the senses a word can have - and homonymous words have
idiosyncratic alternations. This means that, for instance, a word such as lamb,
whose alternation is given by the senses food and animal, is a polysemous word,
given that a number of other words share this very alternation food-animal,
e.g. the word fish. On the other hand, a word such as ball, whose possible
senses are of artifact and event, is homonymous, given that no other words
share the alternation artifact-event. Furthermore, polysemy highlights two
different aspects of the same lexical item, where homonymy describes the fact that
the same lexical unit is used to represent two different and completely unrelated
word-meanings.
These two kinds of lexical ambiguity have even been an issue in lexicography,
given that there is no clear rule used to distinguish between polysemous and
homonymous words. As a matter of principle, we would expect to have different
lexical entries for homonymous words, but only one lexical entry with internal
differentiation for polysemous words. An important work needs to be mentioned
here, that is the Generative Lexicon (Pustejovsky, 1995). This is a theoretical
framework for lexical semantics which focuses on the compositionality of word
meanings. In regard of polysemy and homonymy, GL provides a clear explanation
of how it is possible to understand the appropriate sense of a word in a specific
sentence. This is done by looking at the context in which the word appears, and,
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specifically, looking at the type of argument required by the predication.
These phenomena have even been of interest among computational linguists,
insomuch as they have tried to implement some models able to predict the alter-
nations polysemous words can have. One of the most important work concerning
this matter is the one made by Boleda, Pado, Utt (2012), in which a model is
proposed that is able to predict words having a particular alternation of senses.
This means that, for instance, given an alternation such as food-animal, they
can predict the words having that alternation. Another relevant work has been
made by Rumshisky, Grinberg, Pustejovsky (2007), in which, using some syntac-
tic information, they have managed to detect the senses a polysemous word can
have. For instance, given the polysemous word lunch, whose sense alternation is
food-event, they first extracted all of the verbs whose object can be the word
lunch. This lead to the extraction of verbs requiring an argument expressing
the sense of food (the verb cook can be extracted as verb whose object can be
lunch), and verbs requiring the argument of event (again, lunch can be object
of the verb to attend). Finally, they extracted all of the objects that those verbs
can have (for instance, pasta can be object of the verb cook, and conference can
be object of the verb to attend). By doing so, they can get to the creation of two
clusters, each one of which represents words similar to one of the senses of the
ambiguous word.
These two models are totally different in the way they are implemented, even
though they are grounded in one of the most important theories used in compu-
tational semantics: the Distributional Hypothesis. This theory can be stated as
“words with similar meaning tend to occur in similar contexts”. To implement
this theory, it is necessary to describe the contexts in a computational valid way,
so that it will be possible to get a degree of similarity between two words by only
looking at their contexts. The mathematical model used is the Vector, in which
it is possible to store the frequency of a word in all its contexts. The model using
vectors to describe the distributional properties of words is called Vector Space
Model, which can be also called Distributional Model.
In this work, our goal is to automatically detect the alternation a word has.
To do so, we have first considered the possibility of using a Sense Discrimina-
tion procedure proposed by Schu¨tze. In this method, he proposes to create a
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Distributional Model and use it to create context vectors and sense vectors. A
context vector is given by the sum of the vectors of the words found in a context
in which an ambiguous word appears, so there will be as many context vectors as
there are occurrences of the target word. Once we have the context vectors, it is
possible to get the sense vectors by simply clustering them together. The ideas
is that two context vectors representing the same sense of the ambiguous word
will be similar, and so clustered together. The centroid, that is the vector given
by the sum of the context vectors clustered together, will be the sense vector.
This means that there will be as many sense vectors as there are senses of an
ambiguous word. Our idea was to use this work and go a step further in the
creation of the alternation, but this was not possible for many reasons.
We have developed a new method to create context vectors, which is based on
the idea that the understanding of an ambiguous word is given by some elements
in the sentence in which the word appears.
In the chapters which follow we will discuss everything in detail.
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Chapter 2
Polysemy and Homonymy
2.1 Introduction
In linguistics, semantics is the study of meaning. It studies the relations between
a signifier, that is the linguistic representation of a concept, and the concept itself.
In natural languages it often happens that one signifier can refer to more than
one concept (or meaning). This phenomenon is generally called polysemy, and
it is the property of a word having more meanings somehow related to each other.
There is another kind of lexical ambiguity commonly used in language, that is
homonymy, whose main difference from polysemy is that two different meanings
accidentally have the same lexical form.
Both lexicographers and lexical semanticists have completed several studies fo-
cused on the criteria that makes it possible to distinguish these two kinds of
lexical ambiguity. One of the most important approaches used to distinguish
polysemy from homonymy is to look at the meaning of the word.
Let’s take the words party and book for example. Both words are ambiguous.
However, the first one refers to two unrelated concepts, such as a “political group”
and a “social event,” and the second one refers to the same entity but under
different perspectives, or rather to the book as a “physical object”, or as the
“content” of it.
Apresjan in his Regular and systematic polysemy (1974) faces these phenom-
ena, making a distinction between homonymy and polysemy. He suggests that
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these are a gradation of lexical ambiguity motivated by how coherent the senses of
a word are with each other. On one hand there is the homonymy, when senses are
distinct and totally unrelated. On the other hand there is the regular polysemy,
when senses are seen as being complementary.
From a cognitive perspective, lexical ambiguities do not complicate human
beings’ understanding process. Comprehending which one of the several word
senses is evoked is a pretty easy task, because when the disambiguation is needed,
we have the whole context to help us focus on the one and right sense.
Here is an example from Lyons (1977:397):
(2.1) They passed the port at midnight.
This sentence is clearly ambiguous. There is a polysemous verb pass, that
can shape the senses of go past and give, and the homonymous word port, that
can be the harbor or a kind of wine. However, even with such a lexical ambiguity,
it is easy to understand the sense of both the ambiguous words and the meaning
of the sentence.
In the Generative Lexicon (Pustejovsky, 1995) this phenomenon is viewed as
a constrained disambiguation. Since the comprehension of a sentence is given
by the combination of all the elements in it, every lexical item contributes in the
disambiguation. Consequently, when the context or domain for one item has been
identified, the ambiguity of the other items is constrained. Let’s take a closer look
at these two types of lexical ambiguities.
2.1.1 Homonymy
The word homonymy comes from Greek, oµoς- “same”, oνoµα, “name” and, as
already said, it is a type of lexical ambiguity. Its peculiarity is that two different
word meanings have the same lexical name and, consequently, the senses of any
homonymous word are not related. One reason for two word meanings having
the same lexical form could be found in the origin of the words. For instance,
let’s consider the word entry in (2.2). Point 1 expresses the word-meaning of bat
as a wooden stick used in games, which is a word coming from the Old English.
Point 2, on the other hand, expresses another word-meaning, which refers to the
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flying mouse-like mammal. These two word-meanings are completely unrelated
but happen to be spelled in the same way.
(2.2) bat
1. Old English, batt, club, stick
2. Middle English, backe, bakke, mouse-like winged quadruped
Furthermore, the senses can even have differences in spelling, e.g. hoarse
(speaking in a low rough voice) and horse (animal). Some linguists used to
make a distinction between the absolute homonymy and various kinds of partial
homonymy. The absolute homonymy has to satisfy the following criteria:
(2.3) 1. the senses have to be unrelated
2. all the forms must have the same spelling
3. all the forms must be syntactically equivalents
Let’s have a look at the following word:
(2.4) bark
1. The sound of a dog
2. The skin of a tree
The homonymy proper to this term is absolute, and although these conditions
seem to be very strict, it seems that the absolute one is the most common kind
of homonymy. The disambiguation of these words is easy because the senses each
word refers to are so unconnected that the contexts in which they appear are
totally different and the right sense seems to be obvious. On the other hand,
there are also kinds of partial homonymy (Lyons 1981:4347, 1995:5460). An
example could be the following one:
(2.5) found
1. Simple past of the verb to find
2. Simple present of the verb to found
The two senses of the verb found are not related, and despite the fact that
they are both a verb form, they are not syntactically equivalent. Let’s consider
this sentence:
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(2.6) They found hospitals and charitable institutions.
In this sentence the ambiguity is not about the syntactic property of the verb
form. Instead, it is about the lexical. The sentence could assume two different
word meanings depending on the situation.
2.1.2 Polysemy
The word polysemy comes from Greek pioλυ- “many” and σηµα “sign”, where
sign stands for any linguistic expression, such as a word or a sentence. In regard
to this kind of lexical ambiguity, there is a specific kind of polysemy that requires
particular attention: the regular polysemy. A word with regular polysemy must
have two - or more - senses related to each other. The peculiarity of the regu-
lar polysemy is that the senses a word can assume are predictable and regular,
because the same alternation1 of senses is shared by different words.
For instance, the word lunch and the word dinner are regular polysemous
because they share the same senses alternation:
(2.7) lunch
1. The food eaten (at about noon)
2. Social event during which people have a meal
dinner
1. The food eaten (in the evening)
2. Social event during which people have a meal
As in the case with lunch and dinner, there are other words sharing the same
alternation food-event, such as breakfast, supper, brunch and so on. All these
words can be considered members of the same semantic group, where the semantic
group can be represented by the polysemous alternation.
Apresjan in his “Regular and systematic polysemy” (1974) defines the regular
polysemy as follows:
1 From now on I will be calling alternation the shifting of two senses belonging to the same
word.
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“Polysemy of the word A with the meanings ai and aj is called
regular if, in the given language, there exists at least one other word
B with the meanings bi and bj, which are semantically distinguished
from each other in exactly the same way as ai and aj and if ai and bi,
aj and bj are nonsynonomous.”
With these words Apresjan wanted to say that a word can be an instance of
regular polysemy only if there is another word having the same alternation.
2.2 Theoretical approaches
2.2.1 Lexicography
In lexicography, the problem of how to distinguish the different senses of homony-
mous and polysemous words has been a very important issue. As a matter of
principle, homonymous words should have as many different entries as there are
senses with the same lexical form. Polysemous words should have only one entry
with an internal differentiation. However, in lexicography the distinction between
the senses of homonymous or polysemous words can not be explained by some
rule, and they are treated in different ways.
2.2.1.1 Dictionary
In the Webster’s new dictionary and thesaurus (1989) the word bank has the
following entries:
(2.8) bank1 [bangk] n a mound orridge; the margin of a river; rising ground in
a lake or sea; the lateral, slanting turn of an aircraft. - vt to pile up;
to cover (a fire) so as to lessen the rate of combustion; to mak (an
aircraft) slant laterally on a turn; to make (a billiard ball) recoil from
a cushion. [ME banke, of Scand. origin, cog. with bank (2 and 3),
bench].
bank2 [bangk] n a row of oars; a row or tier, as of keysin a keyboard. vt
to arrange in a row or tier [OFr banc, of Gmc. origin, cog. with bank
(1)].
bank3 [banngk] n a place where money or other valuable material, e.g.
blood, data (blood, data bank) is deposited untilrequired; an insti-
tution forthe keeping, lending and exchanging, etc. of money; vi to
deposit in a bank. - ns bank account (. . . ).
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The different entries can be seen as homonymous words that are not related
to each other, but the descriptions within each entry refer to different uses of
polysemous words. However, sometimes it is not clear why two senses are treated
as belonging to the same lexical form (as being polysemous). For instance, in
bank1 there is the sense margin of a river and the sense slant an aircraft, but it
is debatable whether or not these two senses belong to the same lexical unit. On
the other hand, in a more coherent fashion, in bank3 there are the senses place
to save valuable material and institution that keeps the material.
2.2.1.2 Wordnet
Wordnet is a lexical database of English in which words are grouped together
in synsets, that is a set of synomyms, for each of the semantic relations that
exist with other synsets. Furthermore, Wordnet provides a short definition and
description for every sense a word has.
Let’s consider the word bank 1 again:
(2.9) bank1 (sloping land (especially the slope beside a body of water)) “they
pulled the canoe up on the bank”; “he sat on the bank of the river and
watched the currents”.
bank2 depository financial institution, banking concern, banking company
(a financial institution that accepts deposits and channels the money
into lending activities) “he cashed a check at the bank”; “that bank
holds the mortgage on my home”.
bank3 (a long ridge or pile) “a huge bank of earth”.
bank4 (an arrangement of similar objects in a row or in tiers) “he operated
a bank of switches”.
bank5 (a supply or stock held in reserve for future use (especially in emer-
gencies)).
bank6 (the funds held by a gambling house or the dealer in some gambling
games) “he tried to break the bank at Monte Carlo”.
bank7 cant, camber (a slope in the turn of a road or track; the outside
is higher than the inside in order to reduce the effects of centrifugal
force).
bank8 savings bank, coin bank, money box (a container (usually with a slot
in the top) for keeping money at home) “the coin bank was empty”.
1Here are listed only the noun senses of the word bank.
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bank9 bank building (a building in which the business of banking trans-
acted) the bank is on the corner of Nassau and Witherspoon”.
bank10 (a flight maneuver; aircraft tips laterally about its longitudinal axis
(especially in turning)) “the plane went into a steep bank”.
As we can see, every sense has its own entry. Comparing the entries in Webster
with those we have here, we can see that entries treated as being polysemous
in the dictionary, are treated as different entries here. For instance, bank3 in
Webster’s (in which are described the senses of place to save valuable material
and institution that keeps the material), is seperated in Wordnet into bank2,
financial institution, and bank9, building of the institution. This is motivated
by the fact that in Wordnet every lexical entry refers to a synset: looking at the
cohyponyms of bank2 we will have words such as foundation or trust company,
where the cohyponyms of bank9 are library or museum.
2.2.2 The Generative Lexicon
The Generative Lexicon (Pustejovsky, 1995), henceforth GL, is a theoretical
framework for lexical semantics that focuses on the compositionality of word
meanings, and provides an organization of the lexicon based on criteria very far
from what we have already seen in Section 2.2.1. He completely rejects the lexical
organization structure proper of dictionary - that he calls SEL (Sense Enumer-
ation Lexicon) - arguing that the organization of polysemy as a list of senses
completely fails to explain or even just describe such a phenomenon.
Let’s consider, for instance, the adjective good. Its meaning greatly depends
on the semantics of the noun it modifies.
Here are some examples:
(2.10) a. a good car
b. a good book
c. a good knife
d. a good meal
As it is possible to see, the sense of good changes in every context. In a it
can mean that the car does not use too much petrol, in b it means that the book
is well written and enjoyable, in c it means that it has a sharp blade and in d it
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means that the meal is tasty. In a SEL, as already said, this phenomenon cannot
be explained. This is the reason why Pustejovsky proposes a different structure
for the lexicon that reflects two very important assumptions: (1) the meaning of
a lexical item cannot be separated from the structure that carries it; (2) word
meaning should mirror our non-linguistic conceptual organising principle.
GL proposes a model for the lexicon consisting of complex lexical entries, over
which a set of generative operations, also called modes of composition (Puste-
jovsky, 2006) (Asher and Pustejovsky, 2006), once applied, can lead to composi-
tional context-based interpretations of meaning.
The GL can explain not only the polysemy we have already seen in the ad-
jective good, but can also provide a lexical representation for homonymy - whose
senses are contrastive - and for polysemy - whose senses are complementary.
2.2.2.1 The lexical items
Several theoretical objects are introduced in GL, all of which aim at giving a
complex structure of lexical information for every lexical item. The four levels of
lexical representation, called structures, are as follows:
1. Argument Structure: specification of number and type of logical arguments,
and how they are realized syntactically;
2. Event Structure: definition of an event type of an expression;
3. Qualia Structure: representation of the different modes of predication pos-
sible with a lexical item;
4. Lexical Inheritance Structure: description of how a lexical item is related
to other items in the lexicon.
For lexical ambiguities and compositionality, the most important structure is
the qualia, because it describes the words a lexical item is conceptually associated
with. In order to describe a lexical item under different respects, four different
qualia roles are specified:
1. Formal : the basic category of which distinguishes the meaning of a word
within a larger domain;
2. Constitutive: the relation between an object and its constituent parts;
3. Telic: the purpose or function of the object, if there is one;
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4. Agentive: the factors involved in the object’s origins or “coming into being”.
Even though these qualia roles could seem to be a listing of named features
associated with a lexical item, what they actually represent is a bit more complex.
The qualia can specify a set of semantic constraints by which we understand a
word embedded in a context.
Lexical items in GL are portrayed as typed feature structures. Here is an
example of how the word novel would look like in GL.

novel
. . .
qualia =

const = narrative(x)
formal = book(x)
telic = read(e,y,x)
agent = write(e’,z,x)


This represents how the noun novel can encode the information about partic-
ular properties associated with it. It can be read as a novel is a narrative which
has the form of a book; its purpose is to be read and it comes into being by a
process of writing.
Pustejovsky uses this idea of complex lexical entries to account for the problem
of polysemy. The difference in dealing with polysemy, as we will show in the next
section, concerns the argument structure. Where a monosemous word has one
single argument structure, a polysemous word will have more than one argument
structure, which lead us to introduce the dot-types.
2.2.2.2 The dot-types
The dot-types - sometimes called also dot-objects or complex types - are pre-
sented in GL as a mechanism for dealing with selectional behavior of polysemous
words. We saw in the previous section how the word novel is described. This word
is considered to be a simple type given that it has only one argument structure.
A complex type, on the other hand, is given by the combination of two, or more,
simple types. We could describe the word book in the same way we have already
done with novel, but with such a polysemous word we would need to have two dif-
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ferent representations, one having as argument structure the Information type,
and the other one having the Phys Obj type. However, polysemous words also
have a single representation, which are specified in as many argument structures
as there are word senses in the word. This is the representation for the word book:

book
argstr =
[
arg1 = x:information
arg2 = y:phys obj
]
qualia =

information.phys obj
formal = hold(y,x)
telic = read(e,w,x.y)
agent = write(e’,v,x.y)


What can be noticed first, is that two different argument structures are
specified- x referring to the word sense of Information (the content of the
book), and y referring to the sense of Phys Obj (the book as item). In the
listed qualia roles we can see that there are references made to both the first
argument and the second one. The most important quale here is the formal,
where the relation between the two argument structures is specified, that is the
fact that the book as a physical object (y) holds the information (x).
Given that the dot-type is the combination of the simple type, we can say
that the dot-type of book is Info·PhysObj. In Table 2.1 are listed 17 dot-types.
2.2.2.3 The modes of composition
It is worth noting again here that the fundamental element in the disambigua-
tion is the context. In GL three semantic transformation devices are proposed
that are able to capture the semantic relatedness between syntactically distinct
expressions. They are:
1. Pure selection (Type matching): the type a function requires is directly
satised by the argument;
2. Accomodation: the type a function requires is inherited by the argument;
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Dot type Example
Action·Proposition promise, allegation, lie, charge
State·Proposition belief
Attribute·Value temperature, weight, height, tension,
strength
Event·Info lecture, play, seminar, exam, quiz, test
Event·(Info·Sound) concert, sonata, symphony, song
Event·PhysObj lunch, breakfast, dinner, tea
Info·PhysObj article, book, CD, DVD, dictionary, diary,
email, essay, letter, novel, paper
Organization·(Info·PhyObj) newspaper, magazine, journal
Organization·(Loc·HumGroup) university, city
Event·Loc·HumanGroup class
Aperture·PhysObj door, window
Process·Result construction, imitation, portrayal, reference,
decoration, display documentation, drawing,
enclosure, entry, instruction, invention, sim-
ulation, illustration, agreement, approval,
recognition, damage, compensation, contri-
bution, discount, donation, acquisition, de-
duction, endowment, classification, purchase
Producer·Product Honda, IBM, BMW
Tree·Fruit apple, orange, coffee
Tree·Wood oak, elm, pine
Animal·Food anchovy, catfish, chicken, eel, herring, lamb,
octopus, rabbit, squid, trout
Container·Content bottle, bucket, carton, crate, cup, flask, keg,
pot, spoon
Table 2.1: List of dot-types from Rumshisky, Grinberg, Pustejovsky (2007)
3. Type coercion: the type a function requires is imposed on the argument
type. This is accomplished by either:
(a) Exploitation: taking a part of the arguments type;
(b) Introduction: wrapping the argument with the required type.
Type coercion, and exploitation in particular, is the very important mode
here. Exploitation, as said, is the function that allows the selection of only one
part of the argument, the one required by the predication.
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Let’s consider the following example:
(2.13) 1. I bought the book
2. I enjoyed the book
In sentence (1) the predication of buy requires the book to be a physical
object, where in the sentence (2) the verb enjoy requires the book to activate its
information sense.
2.3 Computational approaches
The phenomenon of polysemy has been of interest to computational linguists
too. One of the main reasons is that in several Natural Language Processing
tasks, e.g. Machine Translation, the Word Sense Disambiguation is required. In
the field of Computational Lexical Semantics, in regard of polysemy, the main
goal to be achieved is to automatically detect the sense alternation for polysemous
words. Vector Space Models (cf. Section 3.1.2) are widely used in computational
semantics and in polysemy resolution too. One work worth mentioning here was
done by Boleda, Pado and Utt (2012), in which they present a framework and its
implementation for sense alternations prediction, by using a vector space model
based on corpus data (cf. Section 2.3.1).
A totally different way to face the polysemy resolution task can be found in
Rumshisky, Grinberg, Pustejovsky (2007), in which they use a clustering method
based on the contextualized similarity between selector contexts (cf. Section
2.3.2).
2.3.1 VSM for alternation members
The model presented in this section, Regular polysemy: a distributional model
(2012), has been developed by Gemma Boleda, Sebastian Pado, Jason Utt . They
use a distributional model to detect which set of words instantiate a given type
of polysemy alternation.
The goal The goal of this work, given an alternation of senses - which they call
meta-alternation - and a polysemous lemma, is to know how well that meta-
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alternation can explain the two senses of the lemma. For instance, it means that
given the lemma lamb, whose senses are animal, food and human, we could
represent it as lambanm,lambfod and lambhum, and the meta-alternation animal-
food, they use a score function that predicts how good the meta-alternation
animal-food can describe one possible combination of senses.
Their model can predict that score(animal,food,lambanm,lambfod) is greater
than score(animal,food,lambanm,lambhum), which expresses the fact that the al-
ternation animal-food can better describe the senses of lamb of animal and
food.
The implementation To implement this framework they developed a Centroid
Attribute Model (CAM), which is based on distributional information. In CAM
there are four different elements described as vectors (cf. Section 3.2):
1. words, that are simple co-occurrence vectors;
2. lemmas, which are the centroids of all the instances of a given word;
3. meta-senses, that are the centroids of all the monosemous words with that
meta-sense;
4. meta-alternations, that are the centroids of the senses constituting the
alternation.
For instance, let’s pretend we want to investigate the word lamb. We will
have as many word vectors as there are occurrences of the word lamb (in a given
corpus). Every word vector will be created considering the context in which the
word is found. The lemma vector of lamb, on the other hand, will be only one.
It will be given by the creation of a centroid of all the word vectors, which can
be imagined as the sum of all word vectors.
The word vectors are also used in the creation of meta-sense vectors. For
instance, in creating the meta-sense vector for the sense food, we would have
to select a list of monosemous words with the sense food, such as bread, beef,
vegetable, and create, again, a centroid of their word vectors so that we can
have a vector representative of the distribution of words having the sense of
food. The meta alternation vector is, once again, a centroid of the vectors of the
words creating the alternation. For instance, the vector expressing the alternation
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food-animal is created as a centroid of the vectors of food and animal. This
time it will be created by the sum of two meta-sense vectors, which in this case is
the one representing the sense food and the one representing the sense animal.
The score-function is the result of a similarity measure (e.g. the cosine
similarity, cf. Section 3.2.2.3) calculated between the lemma vector and the
meta-alternation vector.
The evaluation To evaluate the model they selected a set of 40 words for each
meta-alternation, among which 10 were target words expected to be selected,
and 30 were distractors (by distractor they mean words sharing only one sense
with the alternation or none). For instance, considering the meta-alternation
food-animal, they chose 10 words with both senses food and animal, and the
30 distractors were so differentiated: 10 words having only the first sense in the
alternation, which is food, and 10 having only the other sense, which is animal,
and 10 words that did not have either of these two senses.
Then, the words are ranked according to the value returned by the score
function calculated between the meta-alternation and each lemma. Once we
have the list of words better fitting the alternation, they use the average pre-
cision function to evaluate the model. This function, which is an evaluation
measure from IR, evaluates how many expected words have been ranked in the
top positions, with a value ranging between 1 and 0. Given that they selected 10
words as targets, they would expect those 10 words to be in the first positions.
If all the targets are in the first 10 positions, the value returned by the average
precision function will be 1, otherwise, if no targets are found in the top-10
positions - which means that the model has returned only distractors - the value
returned will be 0. On average, the model achieves scores of 0.39, with values
going from 0.709 to 0.219.
2.3.2 Contextualized similarity for alternation detection
In this section we present the model proposed by Rumshisky, Grinberg, Puste-
jovsky in Detecting selectional behavior of complex types in text (2007). As pre-
viously stated in Section 2.2.2, in GL the polysemous words are called complex
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type (or dot object) - conversely of a simple type which are the monosemous
words.
The goal The main idea of this work is to create as many clusters as many
senses a polysemous word has. To do so, they use the syntactic information
extracted from a corpus. Given a polysemous word, such as lunch whose dot
type is food-event, they want to extract those words occurring in the same
syntactic position, for instance, those words that are objects of the same verbs
as the target word. Of course, dealing with polysemous words, sometimes lunch
will occur with verbs found in the same context as foods (e.g. eat, cook, make)
and sometimes with verbs found in the same context as events (e.g. cancel,
attend, host). Looking at the objects of verbs occurring with foods, we can
expect to extract food nouns and, on the other hand, looking at the objects of
verbs occurring with events, we can expect to extract event nouns. This work,
relying on verbal disambiguation, is related to the issue of compositionality seen
in GL (1995) (cf. Section 2.2.2).
The implementation The first thing is to select a polysemous target word -
the word lunchis used in the work. Next, they select a specific syntactic relation,
that could be the inverse direct object (which means all the verbs whose direct
object is lunch), and extract all those verbs, called selector context. To formal-
ize what was just described, they extract all the verbs which can be defined by
the pattern (t, R, w), where t is the target word, R is the relation and w is the
verb to be extracted. In this specific case in which we are considering the word
lunch, we will have a pattern like (w,object,lunch), meaning that w has as object
the noun lunch. This can also be written using the pattern (lunch, object−1, w),
where object−1 means that lunch is object of w. After this extraction process,
we can imagine obtaining a list of verbs such as: cook, serve, attend, make, eat,
cancel.
Once they have extracted this set of verbs, they want to extract all the objects
of those verbs that are potential contextual equivalents of the target word,
because they occur in the same syntactic position as the target, with respect to
the verb. This could be represented by the pattern (w, R−1, w1), where w is a verb
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just extracted, R−1 is the inverse relation (if we had the inverse object relation,
the inverse is the simple object relation) ans w1 is the noun to be extracted.
An example could be the pattern (cook, object, w1), and an example of nouns
extracted, not only with the verb cook, could be: pasta, salad, meeting, sandwich,
rice, conference.
Now that they have this set of candidates for contextual equivalence, they can
extract what they call the good selectors, which are those verbs having an high
conditional probability with both target and candidate. It means that they want
to consider only those selectors which can play an important role in disambigua-
tion. For instance, the verbs eat, cook, make, etc. are very good selectors for the
sense food, because they have high conditional probability with lunch and with
food.
The next and final step is to create a similarity matrix (based on the con-
ditional probability with the good selectors) between the contextual equivalents,
and then cluster them using, as seeds, those words with the highest similarity to
the target. The expectation is to have in C1 pasta, salad, sandwich, rice, etc.
and in C2 conference, festival, etc.
The evaluation The evaluation of this task has been problematic because a
typical evaluation of unsupervised distributional algorithm is made by comparing
the obtained results with manually constructed resources, such as WordNet, or
semantically annotated corpora. However, this method of evaluation is not suit-
able for this task, given that often there is a single sense for each token. The way
they have found more accurate has been a manual check of the clusters. They
provide the two clusters obtained by using the pattern (lunch, object−1), and it
is possible to say that these clusters are very well arranged. An important thing
they point out is that by looking at a partial trace of the clustering process, it is
possible to see that very different words are clustered together at the beginning.
Yet most of the elements in the initial clustering steps are clearly good contextual
equivalents for the specific sense.
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2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we examined the lexical ambiguities this work is going to focus
on, that is polysemy and homonymy. We saw the differences between these two
phenomenons and how they are treated in lexicography. We also saw a very
important approach that could explain and solve, theoretically, the problem of
logical polysemy, the Generative Lexicon. Further, we reviewed two of the most
important works in polysemy resolution. The first is based on a vector space
model. The second one is provided as an account for the Generative Lexicon,
and it uses a different type of corpus-based approach.
A consideration that is important to mention here is that these two approaches
can be used to detect the words belonging to an alternation, or the alternation
proper of a given word, if these are polysemous. However, the first work cannot
solve homonymy, and the authors of the second work do not seem to consider
the possibility of applying the approach to homonymous words (given that in
the study they provide a list of regular dot types) and do not even mention
idiosyncratic complex types. In the next chapter, we are going to talk about
Vector Space Model and Distributional Semantics, explaining what they are and
what they can be used for.
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Chapter 3
Distributional semantic models
3.1 Introduction
Distributional semantics is a field of studies in computational linguistics strongly
relying on the distributional properties of words. The main theory behind distri-
butional semantics is the Harris’ Distributional Hypothesis (1954), which states
that words that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar meanings. Starting
from this theory, computational linguists began using vectors to represent the
contexts in which a word can appear. A vector is said to be representative of the
meaning of a word - given that it represents its contexts. Consequently, when
comparing the vectors of the word w1 and the word w2, the more contexts they
have in common, the higher the semantic similarity between these two words are.
In this Chapter we are going to present the Distributional Hypothesis and
the Vector Space Models (VSM), which both constitute the soul of Distributional
Semantics. In the last section we will talk about a specific distributional model,
called Distributional Memory (cf. Section 3.3), which has been used in this work.
3.1.1 Distributional Hypothesis
The Distributional Hypothesis constitutes the fundamentals to every distribu-
tional approach to the meaning. It relies on the distributional methodology
first developed in 1951 by Zellig Harris. In his Methods in Structural Linguis-
tics (1951), he wrote about componential analysis in particular with regard to
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phonology and morphology, and his proposal of distributional methodology was
just a procedure to be followed by linguists in their analysis. What Harris sug-
gests is that the very starting point should be the distribution, which can suggest
some phonological and morphological properties of elements. Harris’ idea was
that members of the same linguistic class behave similarly, and can therefore be
grouped according to their distributional behavior. Paraphrasing his words, if we
look at the two linguistic entities w1 and w2 which tend to have similar distribu-
tional properties, for example that they both occur with the same other entity
w3, we may think that these two elements belong to the same linguistic class.
“The elements are thus determined relatively to each other, and on the basis of
the distributional relations among them.”
What is the most surprising is that the distributional hypothesis is now known
as a semantic theory even though Harris was not interested in this linguistic field.
The only thought he spent on semantics in relation to the Distributional Theory
can be found in a footnote, in which he argues that:
“It may be presumed that any two morphemes A and B having dif-
ferent meanings, also differ somewhere in distribution: there are some
environments in which one occurs and the other does not.”
More and more linguists and psychologists have tried to demonstrate the va-
lidity of this theory. One of the first seminal works was made by Rubinstein and
Goodenough (1965), which is also worth being remembered because it is one of
the very first studies which explicitly formulated and investigated the distribu-
tional hypothesis. In their work they asked 51 undergraduate students to provide
synonymy judgments on 65 pairs of words, which were later compared with dis-
tributional similarities. As expected, their experiment demonstrated first that
“words which are similar in meaning occur in similar contexts.”(Rubinstein and
Goodenough, 1965). Afterwards, almost 30 years later, a very similar experiment
was done by Miller and Charles (1991). The principal difference between these
two experiments was the number of pairs (30 instead of the original 65) and the
number of subjects judging the synonyms (38 instead of 51). Even with these
differences, the experiment led to a similar result. The Distributional Hypothesis
can be stated as follows (Lenci 2008):
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The degree of semantic similarity between two linguistic expressions
A and B is a function of the similarity of the linguistic contexts in
which A and B can appear.
This theory is the centerpiece of distributional semantics along with Vector
Space Models. In the next section we are going to explain the relation between
this theory and the mathematical structures that make its implementation pos-
sible.
3.1.2 Vector Space Models
Vector Space Models, henceforth VSM, are those approaches to meaning which
describe documents or words in terms of their distributional properties. As the
name suggests, they use a mathematical structure called vector, which is very
versatile, insomuch as it is used both in artificial intelligence and cognitive science.
The first example of using VSM in Artificial Intelligence can be illustrated by
SMART project (Salton, 1971), which was developed by Salton for an information
retrieval system. The idea behind this system seems to be very intuitive: if a
document can be represented as a point in a space (a vector in a vector space),
points that are close together in this space are semantically similar, and points
that are far apart are semantically dissimilar.
Since then, VSM-based related models have been developed, such as Latent Se-
mantic Analysis (LSA) (Deerwester et al., 1990; Landauer and Dumais, 1997) and
Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL) (Lund, Burgess, and Atcheley, 1995;
Lund and Burgess, 1996).
The idea behind the VSMs is that any item can be described by a list of
features. A feature can be the salience of an attribute for a concept, or in infor-
mation retrieval it can be the frequency of a term in a document, or in distribu-
tional semantics it can be the probability for a word to have an element in its
environment.
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3.2 Distributional Semantic Models
In this work our focus will be on Distributional Semantic Models, DSMs. To give
a brief explanation of what a DSM is, we could say that it is the most natural
implementation of Harris’ statement that words with similar meaning tend to
occur in similar contexts (cf. Section 3.1.1).
It is obvious that the key role here is played by the words surrounding a
target word, and the two elements needed in getting this kind of information
are a solid language representation and some statistical methods. Corpora are
the easiest way to get a language representation. They are very important in
distributional semantics because we need a textual source of information that can
be used to automatically extract the words distributional properties. Statistics,
on the other hand, is fundamental because it is used to determine the most
salient contextual features based on the association strength between a word and
a certain context.
Let’s pretend that our corpus is the following sentence and that we want to
extract the distributional properties of each word in it.
(3.1) When the time will come, I will arrive in time.
When collecting distributional information the first thing to think of is: what
is the context? The problem is that there are many types of contexts. The
context might be the whole sentence in which the word appears, it might be the
words surrounding the target, or it might be the words syntactically connected
to the target. In this example, we will let the context be the words surrounding
the target, which means the preceding and succeeding word. In such a situation,
the context of the word “the” will be when and time, the context of the word
“in” will be arrive and time. A better way to show the contextual information
we can collect from this sentence would be to create a co-occurrence table using
the row counts of the co-occurrences.
To create a co-occurrences table we use word types instead of tokens. This
is necessary because in the table we do not want a list of all the words and the
relative context in which they appeared, but we want the representation of the
generalization of a word and all the contexts in which it has been found.
The goal, in this step, is to create vectors representing the word context, and
this table can easily be translated in a word-context matrix (Table 3.2).
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Targets Co-occurrences
when the:1
the when:1, time:1
time the:1, will:1, in:1
will time:1, arrive:2, I:1
come will:1, I:1
I arrive:1, will:1
arrive will:1, in:1
in arrive:1, time:1
Table 3.1: Table in which are presentend the co-occurrences with the Targets and
their frequency.
Words
when the time will come I arrive in
when 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
the 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
time 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
will 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0
come 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
arrive 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
in 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
Table 3.2: Co-occurrence matrix
In this matrix each row is a vector representing a word, and the columns
represent each time in which the word appears.
Having this structure in mind, it is worth mentioning the formalization of
the Distributiona Semantic Model given by Lowe (2001) and Pado and Lapata
(2007). They define a DSM as a quadruple 〈B, A, S, V 〉where B is the set of
elements to be defined, A is the set of contexts used to define the elements in B, S
is a similarity measure used to compute the similarity between the elements in B,
and V is an optional transformation which reduces the number of elements in A.
In this table we can clearly see that we have B, that is made by the words in the
sentence, and A, that is also made by the words in the sentence, but here they
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are considered contexts. These two, B and A are the fundamental parts in the
definition of a DSM. Additionally, we still need a similarity measure and, maybe,
a transformation which can reduce the matrix dimensionality. In the following
sections we will focus on words and contexts, looking at the association measures
used to weigh the correlation between a term and a context (cf. Section 3.2.1)
on the most used similarity measures (cf. Section 3.2.2) and on some techniques
of dimensionality reduction (cf. Section 3.2.3).
3.2.1 Language and statistics
In Table 2.3 we represented a co-occurrence matrix. In this section we are going
to present what is needed to create a DSM.
3.2.1.1 The words
The first thing in creating a DSM is to select the words we are interested in and
eliminate those words not semantically relevant, such as articles, conjunctions,
prepositions, adverbs, etc., which are all the words we do not need to have rep-
resented as targets. Therefore, they are grouped together in a set of words called
a stop list. We do not need these words as context either, because they are not
significant in determining the meaning of the words since they can easily occur
with a huge number of words. For example, in the sentence in Sentence 3.2, the
only relevant word we should represent in a semantic space would be time, come
and arrive, because all the other items are just adverbs, articles, prepositions and
pronouns that are included in the stop-list. After this very important step there
is one left to be performed, which is normalization. Every time we build a DSM
we have to consider the word lemmas and not the inflected forms.
3.2.1.2 The contexts
The most important thing is to define what a context is in regard of our task. In
Table 3.2 we have the simplest example possible for context matrix, because the
context is represented by the simple words in the sentence, and when a target word
had a context word preceding or following it, it was considered to be belonging
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to that context. Sometimes the span of the co-occurrence window4 is set to be
bigger than 1, and it is possible that we would select words syntactically related to
other items in the sentence when using a bigger span. For instance, let’s consider
the sentence “while you eat your sandwich I watch the television”. If we want to
represent the distribution of the word sandwich, even considering the words in
a window large 2, we would have the contexts eat and watch, where the second
context is not representative at all of the distribution of sandwich.
This problem can be solved considering a different kind of context, the syn-
tactic context. The only difference with the one we have presented above is
that, only words surrounding the target that are syntactically related to it are
considered. In this way, we would automatically not consider the verb watch as a
context of sandwich because there is no relation between these two lexical items,
even though they occur very close in the sentence. Using such a context, we can
imagine a DMS in which there are the represented words sandwich, cake, dog and
cat and where, as already said, the contexts are exclusively the lexical items that,
in a given span, have a syntactic relation with those words, supposedly verbs and
adjectives.
Words
feed prepare eat cute bark yummy jump make
pizza 0 143 86 0 0 24 0 128
cake 0 25 12 0 0 30 0 102
dog 98 0 29 18 9 0 38 0
cat 46 0 32 24 0 0 59 0
Table 3.3: Co-occurrence frequency matrix with syntactic relations
In the Table 2.4 it is very interesting to note that the verb eat is a context for
all the words we have in the DSM, because it is both true that “someone is eating
a sandwich” and that “a cat is eating a mouse” and therefore that eat can occur
with both words, even though it occurs with the targets in a different syntactic
relation.
In Section 2.3.2 we presented a work by Rumshisky, Grimberg, Pustejovsky
4 A co-occurrence window is an unstructured span of tokens surrounding a word. A co-
occurrence window with span 5 means that we want to consider 5 words after and 5 words
before the target word.
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that used a sort of syntactic context, because for each target - in that case we
have presented the word lunch - they selected a set of verbs for whom lunch
was a direct object - for instance cook, serve, attend. In that case a DSM was
not used, but if we created one with this kind of structure we would imagine a
DSM in which in the rows would be those words we need to have a semantic
representation for and the columns would be the verbs those words can occur
with, specifying which relation the verbs must have with the words.
Considering the matrix we have shown in Table 3.3, the verb eat would be
split into two different contexts, eat-subj and eat-obj, where dog and cat would
be found in the context of eat-subj, because they are the subjects of that verb,
and sandwich and cake would count as occurrences of the context eat-obj, because
they are the objects of the verb.
Baroni and Lenci (2010), as we will see in more detail in Section 3.3 presented
a DSM, Distributional Memory, with these three dimensions we are talking about,
the target words, the contexts, and the syntactic relations. Looking back to the
quadruple defining a DSM, we could say that for each word B we have a set
of contexts A, where A is given by the combination of a context word C and
a syntactic relation D. According to this, we could rewrite the quadruple as a
quintuple with 〈B, C, D, S, V 〉.
3.2.1.3 The dimensions
So far, every matrix we presented had the raw counts of occurrences as its di-
mensions. In Table 3.3, the word sandwich has a value of 143 with the context
prepare, where 143 is the number of times these two words have occurred together.
This value is not so interesting, because it can tell us the frequency of an event,
but can not make explicit whether or not that event has some relevance. Let’s
consider the verb make. In Table 2.4 we see that both sandwich and cake have a
high frequency with the context make, but we do know that make is not a relevant
context for these words. By relevant context we mean that it is frequently used
exclusively with a particular semantic set of words: for instance, the verb bark is
a relevant context for the word dog because we expect to see it in contexts with
dogs and nothing else. In information theory, for instance, a surprising event is
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considered as having more information content than an expected event (Shan-
non, 1948). To evaluate how peculiar a context is for a given word, the most used
association measure is the Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI), (Church
and Hanks, 1990; Turney, 2001).
PMI(w, c) = log
p(w, c)
p(w) · p(c)
(3.1)
Given the word and context, the PMI compares the joint probability of the
word and context with the probability of these two items occurring independently
from each other.
Let’s consider again Table 3.3 and let’s try to write, instead of the frequencies,
the PMI values. To calculate the probability of these items we need to know the
number of events this matrix f(m) is recording, and we do it as defined in the
following formula.
f(m) =
nw∑
w=1
nc∑
c=1
fwc
p(w, c) =
fwc
f(m)
p(w) =
∑nc
c=1 fwc
f(m)
p(w) =
∑nc
c=1 fwc
f(m)
p(c) =
∑nw
w=1 fwc
f(m)
(3.2)
Even though the matrix in Table 2.4 is not representative of all the contexts
in which those words can appear and, therefore, is not representative of all the
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semantic features those words can be represented with, we are trying to translate
this frequency matrix in a PMI-matrix following the definitions we have presented
above. By doing so, we would have a matrix that looks like the following one.
Words
feed prepare eat cute bark yummy jump make
pizza 0 0.60 0.40 0 0 0.41 0 0.41
cake 0 0.19 -0.09 0 0 0.86 0 0.67
dog 0.80 0 0.23 0.60 0.97 0 0.56 0
cat 0.55 0 0.35 0.80 0 0 0.83 0
Table 3.4: Co-occurrence matrix with PMI values
In Table 3.4 there are some things worth noting. The first thing is the behavior
of the context eat. As already mentioned, it is a very common context, insomuch
as every word in the matrix appear in it. Given this peculiarity, we can see that
the PMI does not have a high value in either of the words. The second important
thing concerns the context bark. Contrary to the context eat, which is shared by
all the words in the matrix, bark is an effectual context only for the word dog,
which is the reason why it has a PMI of 0.97 even if the raw frequency of it was
only 9.
A variation of PMI is the Positive Pointwise Mutual Information, in
which all PMI negative values are replaced with zero. For instance, the value in
Table 3.4 for (eat, cake) would be replaced by 0, given that the PMI returned a
value lower than 0.
However, the PMI, as well as the PPMI, are biased towards infrequent events.
If two words a and b occur in the corpus only once, and they occur together, the
PMI would return a very high value, given that these two words have maximum
association. A variation of PMI that can solve this problem is the Local Mutual
Information (LMI), which also considers the frequency of the event.
LMI(w, c) = f(w, c) ∗ log p(w, c)
p(w) · p(c)
(3.3)
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By doing so, simply multiplying the PMI with the frequency of the pair, we
have an expected high value only for those pair of words frequently occurring
together. Of course, the value returned by the LMI is no longer a ranged value
because of the frequency multiplication.
3.2.2 Similarity measures
Starting from the DH statement “words with similar meanings tend to occur
in similar contexts”, to achieve our goal of computing the semantic similarity
between words, we have to look at the contexts in which the words appear. Before
discussing similarity measures in detail, it is necessary to point out what we refer
to when we talk about similarity. The computation of similarity using DSMs
is actually what is called attributional similarity in cognitive science, because
sim(a,b) depends on the degree of correspondence between the attributes - in
this case contexts - of the words a and b. In this work we use the word similarity
to indicate semantic relatedness.
There are different ways to compute the similarity between vectors. We will
present three different classes of similarity measures. The first kind relies on the
number of contexts shared by the word vectors compared: these are the Jaccard
and Dice coefficients. The second kind focus on the geometrical properties of
vectors as points in a high-order distributional space, with the aim of computing
the distances between them: these are the Euclidean and Manhattan distances.
The third way to compute the similarity, which is the most complex as well as the
most used, is the Cosine similarity, which relies on the geometrical properties of
the vectors as a line segment which originate in the origin and ends at the point
defined by the vector.
3.2.2.1 Jaccard and Dice Coefficients
These two measures are often used in statistics to compute the similarity between
items. The idea of both these coefficients is to measure the overlap between the
dimensions of two vectors A and B.
The Jaccard coefficient is defined as follows:
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J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|
(3.4)
It computes the number of elements the item A has in common with the item
B, over the number of the unique elements as result of the union of A with B .
Let’s consider the items in Table 3.4, where A is the word dog and B is the word
cat. The J(dog,cat) is 0.80, because the size of the elements they share is 4, and
the size of the union of the elements is 5 (bark appears to be a context only for
dog).
The Dice coefficient works in a very similar way. It is defined as follows:
D(A,B) =
2|A ∩B|
|A|+ |B|
(3.5)
The Dice coefficient computes two times the number of elements in common
between A and B, over the number of elements in A and B. If we would compute
D(dog,cat) the value would be 0.88, because two times the common elements is 8,
over the length of dog, which has 5 elements, summed to the length of cat, which
is 4: that is 8 over 9.
Both these similarity measures range between 0, when there are no elements
in common and 1, when comparing two identical items.
3.2.2.2 Euclidean and Manhattan Distances
As already said, the Euclidean and Manhattan distances rely on the geometrical
properties of vectors. These are measures commonly used in geometry.
The Euclidean distance is what is commonly called “ordinary” distance, be-
cause in a bi-dimensional space it would be the simple distance between two
points, which is what is computed with the Pythagorean formula. It is possible
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to calculate the Pythagorean formula when dealing with vectors, even if it is a
little more complicated. The idea is to compute the linear distance between the
points defined by the vectors.
The Euclidean distance is defined as follows:
E(A,B) =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
(Ai −Bi)2
(3.6)
Applying this formula again to the words dog and cat we would have E(dog,cat)
being
√
0.252 + 0.122 + 0.202 + 0.972 + 0.272, which yields 1.06. Different from
the Jaccard and Dice coefficients, the obtained value with this distance measure
is not ranged. It is just a number representing the distance between two points,
which, of course, is inversely proportional with the similarity of the compared
words.
However, every measure of distance can be easily converted to a measure of
similarity by inversion or subtraction. This means that:
sim(A,B) =
1
dist(A,B)
sim(A,B) = 1− dist(A,B)
(3.7)
The Manhattan distance works in a similar way. The main difference concerns
the way that the distance between the points defined by the vector is computed.
In the Euclidean distance a linear distance is computed, where in the Manhattan
distance it is necessary to take the sum of the lengths of the projections of the
line segment between the points onto the coordinate axes.
The Manhattan distance is defined as follows:
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M(A,B) =
n∑
i=1
|Ai −Bi|
(3.8)
As it is possible to see, the main difference in the formula with the Euclidean
distance is the absence of the square root and the raise to power of two. Using
this formula to compute the similarity - or the distance - between the words dog
and cat we would have 0.25 + 0.12 + 0.20 + 0.97 + 0.27, which yields 1.81. As
in the Euclidean distance, the resulting value is directly proportional with the
distance, but it can be converted to a measure of closeness/similarity as well.
3.2.2.3 Cosine similarity measure
The most popular way to measure the similarity between two vectors is to com-
pute their cosine. We know that a vector can be represented as a line segment
which originates from the origin in a Cartesian plane and ends in the point de-
fined by the vector itself. When we want to calculate the similarity between two
vectors we want to get the cosine of the angle they create. From trigonometry
we know that the cosine of the angle ϑ created by a line which originates in the
origin of the plane is the projection of the radius on the x axis. With the cosine
similarity we want to know the cosine of the angle created by the vectors we want
to compare.
The cosine similarity is defined as follows:
cos(A,B) =
−→
A · −→B
|−→A ||−→B |
(3.9)
As it is possible to see in the formula above, the cosine similarity is the
dot product of two vectors normalized to unit length. The dot product can be
formalized as follows:
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−→
A · −→B =
n∑
i=1
AiBi
(3.10)
It means that the corresponding dimensions of the two vectors A and B have
to be multiplied and then summed up.
The normalization is needed because the idea behind this similarity measure
is that the vector lengths are not an important element for the computation. In
fact, the computation of cos(ϑ) is strictly dependent on the width of the angle,
and not on the length of the vectors creating it. To set the vectors length to 1,
the normalization can be defined as:
|−→A | =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
−→
A
2
i
(3.11)
Let’s try to compute the cos(dog,cat). First of all, we have to compute the
dot product between the vectors of the words dog and cat. The first steps in
the computation are 0.80 · 0.55 + 0.23 · 0.35 . . . 0.48 · 0.4648, which is equal to
1.4653. The second step is to normalize the vectors, following the formula we
presented above. We have to compute the normalization for both vectors and
then multiply the resulting values. The value normalizing the dog vector is 1.519,
and the value normalizing the cat vector is 1.324. The last step is to compute
the ratio 1.4653/2.01161, which gives us that cos(dog,cat) = 0.72.
As in the Jaccard and Dice coefficients, the cosine returns a ranged value, but
it ranges between 1 when the vectors are identical and 0 when they are orthogonal.
3.2.3 Dimensionality reduction
The last thing we have to talk about, concerns some techniques of dimensionality
reduction. Table 3.3 presents a very small matrix composed by 4 items, each
one of which uses 8 different dimensions to be described. However, in real tasks
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it is common to deal with huge matrices with million of dimensions, which are
populated primarily with zeros. In those cases, computing the similarity becomes
a computationally intensive task. Recalling the last element of the quadruple 〈B,
A, S, V 〉, we will talk about the V, which is the component represented by
the optional transformation which operates a reduction of the matrix. We will
present the two most used techniques of dimensionality reduction, which are the
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and the Random Indexing (RI). These two
techniques operate in completely different ways. For example, where the SVD
operates a smoothing on an already built matrix, the RI is a technique to create
a matrix operating a reduction from the beginning.
3.2.3.1 Singular Value Decomposition
The Singular Value Decomposition is a linear algebra technique which operates
a factorization of a complex matrix. The main idea behind it is that any matrix
can be decomposed into the product of three matrices with each representing a
particular aspect of it. The formalization of the SVD is:
M = UΣV
(3.12)
This formula shows how the decomposition is operated upon the matrix M.
Let’s suppose M is mxn matrix. U and V would be orthogonal matrices re-
spectively with mxm and nxn. Σ would be a matrix with the original matrix
proportions mxn but with the singular values of the matrix M in its diagonal and
zero values in all the other dimensions. In a matrix M with m=3 and n=4 UΣV
would be:
U =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Σ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
· · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ V =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
· · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·
· · · ·
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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Having the matrix decomposed like this, it is possible to operate a smoothing,
which implies the reduction of noise as well as sparsity. This technique is called
Truncated SVD (Deerwester et al., 1990).
The most interesting component of M in operating the TSVD is the Σ matrix.
It is a diagonal matrix, which we can be imagined as follows:
Σ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
σ1 0 0 0 0
0 σ2 0 0 0
0 0 σ3 0 0
0 0 0 σ4 0
0 0 0 0 σ5
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
The most interesting property of the Σ matrix is that σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3 ≥ σ4 ≥
σ5 ≥ 0. When we set the k value, which is the size we expect our truncated
matrix to have, we are actually choosing to set all but the first k largest singular
values equal to zero and to use only the first k columns of U and V. Then, the
last step the TSVD performs is the composition of the matrix based on the new
components.
3.2.3.2 Random Indexing
Random Indexing (RI) (Sahlgren, 2005) is another technique which operates an
approximation of a matrix, based on Kanerva’s work on sparse distributed rep-
resentations (Kanerva 1988, Kanerva et al., 200, Kanerva et al., 2001). Different
from what happens with the SVD, which needs to have an already computed
matrix to operate the reduction, RI creates a reduced matrix from the beginning.
In Section 2.2 we saw that the first step to create a matrix is the computation
of a co-occurrence matrix and then the extraction of context vectors from it. RI
directly creates the vectors by looking at the contexts in which the words appear.
The algorithm of random indexing can be summarized in two steps:
1. For each word in the data is assigned a randomly generated representation
with dimensionality δ, where δ is a fixed constant. This vector, known as
index vector, has very few non-zero elements, which can be only +1s or -1s,
in equal number.
2. To create the distributional space, the vector of each target word is com-
puted by summing the index vectors previously - randomly - generated.
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One of the most interesting aspects of Random Indexing is the possibility of
dealing with a huge amount of data, which would be impossible if computing
a matrix and then operating SVD. Even if it seems that this technique would
return vectors different from the ones computed in the traditional way - which
means computing first the co-occurence matrix - it has been validated in several
experiments that shows it performs as well as other DSMs.
3.3 Distributional Memory
In this chapter we have presented the Distributional Semantic Models and how
they work. In the following section we will present one particular DSM, Distri-
butional Memory (Lenci, Baroni, 2010), which is a general framework for distri-
butional semantics. It was developed based on the idea that it is unnecessary to
build a new DSM for every semantic task. First, because there is an high risk to
create a model overfitting the task, and second because, from a purely cognitive
perspective, this is not the way the human’s semantic memory works.
3.3.1 The framework
The goal of DM is to provide a structured DSM, where structured means that
co-occurrence statistics have been collected along with the syntactic informa-
tion. DM is presented as a set of weighted tuples, which can be represented as
〈w1,l,w2〉. This tuple expresses that w1 is linked to w2 through the relation l. An
example could be the tuple 〈marine,use,bomb〉 which represents the distributional
information of marine occurring in the same context as bomb, where use is the
syntagmatic relation occurring between these two words. It is worth specifing
that every tuple in DM is also represented with the inverse relation, which means
that for the tuple 〈marine,use,bomb〉, the tuple 〈bomb,use−1,marine〉 also exists.
As we said, every tuple is then weighted by counting the occurrences of the
tuple and weighting the raw counts by local mutual information (cf. Section
3.2.1.3).
What we have is a structure like the following one:
Starting from the structure presented in Table 3.5, the information in it is
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word1 link word2 weight
marine own bomb 40.0
marine use bomb 82.1
marine own gun 85.3
marine use gun 44.8
sergeant own bomb 16.7
sergeant use gun 51.9
sergeant own book 8.0
teacher own gun 9.3
teacher use gun 4.7
teacher own book 48.4
teacher use book 53.6
Table 3.5: Example of weighted tuple structure
used to build a third-order tensor, whose entries contain the tuple score. The
dimensionality of a matrix is defined by the product of rows m and columns n,
whereas the dimensionality in a third order tensor is given by the product of three
indices i×j×k, where i represents what we have in word1, j represents the links
and k represents the elements in word2. Considering Table 3.5, if we transformed
the information in it in a third order tensor, its dimensionality would be 2×2×3.
bomb gun book
own use own use own use
marine 40.0 82.1 85.3 44.8 0 0
sergeant 40.0 0 0 51.9 8.0 0
teacher 0 0 9.3 4.7 48.4 53.6
Table 3.6: Example of a third-order tensor
In Table 3.6 marine and teacher can be referred to as the i elements, bomb,
gun and book are the k elements, and own and use are the j elements. As we
said, i, j and k are the indices defining the tensor dimensionality. One operation
proposed by the authors is the matricization, that is a rearrangement of the
third-order tensor into a matrix. This is done by compressing two indices of the
third-order tensor into one, so that we can have a matrix with dimentionality
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i×jk or j×ik or k×ij.
In Table 3.7 there is an example of matricization, based on the third-order
tensor in Table 3.6. Its dimensionality i×jk.
Vectors
own,bomb use,bomb own,gun use,gun own,book use,book
marine 40.0 82.1 85.3 44.8 0 0
sergeant 40.0 0 0 51.9 8.0 0
teacher 0 0 9.3 4.7 48.4 53.6
Table 3.7: Example of matricization
Going back to the tuple 〈w1,l,w2〉 we can rearrange it to represent the four
distinct DSMs we obtain by matricization:
1. word by link-word (W1 × LW2): vectors are labeled with words w1, and
vector dimensions are labeled with tuples of type 〈l,w2〉;
2. word-word by link (W1W2 × L): vectors are labeled with tuples of type
〈w1, w2〉, and vector dimensions are labeled with links l ;
3. word-link by word (W1L×W2): vectors are labeled with tuples of type
〈w1, l〉, and vector dimensions are labeled with words w2;
4. link by word-word (L × W1W2): vectors are labeled with linkl l and
vector dimensions are labeled with tuples of type 〈w1, w2〉.
So far, the DSM we presented showed the distributional properties of words.
When using DM to extract the structured distributional properties of words, we
can use the matrix structure W1 × LW2. The vectors represent the words and
the dimensions are the contexts in which they occur.
3.3.2 The implementation
In their work, the authors provide three different DM models, each one of which
corresponds to a different way to construct the weighted tuple structure. The
tuples are extracted from a concatenation of 3 different corpora: (1) the Web-
derived ukWac corpus; (2) a dump of the English Wikipedia; (3) the British
National Corpus. For all the models they present, W1 and W2 have the same
extension: they contain 30,693 lemmas, which are composed by the 20,410 most
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frequent nouns, the 5,026 most frequent verbs and the 5,257 most frequent ad-
jectives in the corpus. The three models are DepDM, LexDM and TypeDM, each
one of which could be used in facing different tasks.
DepDM This first model relies on the idea that dependency paths are good
approximations to semantic relations between words. Using the parsed informa-
tion in the corpus, they extracted links such as 〈teacher, sbj intr, sing〉from the
sentence The teacher is singing or 〈book, obj, read〉from the sentence The soldier
is reading a book. All of the relations that have been extracted are sbj intr,
sbj tr, obj, iobj, nmod, coord, prd, verb, preposition. For each link, the
inverse link has also been extracted (cf. Section 3.3.1).
LexDM This second model is based on the idea that the lexical material con-
necting two words carries a lot of information about their relations. In the tu-
ple 〈w1,l,w2〉 the link is represented by a complex structure composed by pat-
tern+suffix. The pattern encodes the same links there are in DepDm, plus verb,
is, preposition-link noun-preposition, attribute noun, as adj as and such as.
The suffix encodes all the information available in the context about w1 and w2.
It encodes the morphological features of w1 and w2, the presence of an article or
an adjective, the presence of adverbs or auxiliaries, or anything else describing
the properties of the two words. From the sentence The tall soldier has already
shot, the tuple 〈soldier, sbj intr+n-the-j +vn-aux-already, shot 〉will be extracted.
This tuple encodes that w1 is a singular noun (soldier, n), is definite (the, the),
and has an adjective (tall, j ). It also encodes that w2 is a past-participle (shot,
vn), it has an auxiliary (has, aux ) and is modified by already (already, already).
TypeDM The last model presented is based on the idea that it is not impor-
tant how frequent a link is, but how many different forms express it. The authors
provide a comparison between the two tuples 〈fat, of−1, land〉 (a figurative expres-
sion) and 〈fat, of−1, animal〉. Even if the second one is much more semantically
informative, the first one is more frequent in the corpus. However, counting the
different realizations of these two patterns (using the structure extracted with
LexDM) it has been noted that the first pattern has only three different real-
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izations, where the second one counts nine distinct realizations. The TypeDM
encodes this information in the weight of each tuple, which, in fact, does not
compute the LMI (a version of the PMI, cf. Section 3.2.1.3) on the raw counts of
co-occurrence, but on the different types of suffixes extracted by LexDM.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter we saw the two souls of the Distributional Semantic Model, the
Distributional Hypothesis and the Vector Space Models. Then, we presented the
DSMs structure and methodology to build and work with them. In the end of
this chapter we presented a framework, Distributional Memory, [...]
In the next Chapter we will introduce the task we want to perform and how
we have used a Distributional Semantic Model based on TypeDM.
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Chapter 4
Word Sense Disambiguation
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we presented the phenomenons of homonymy and pol-
ysemy and how they are treated in lexicography. Furthermore, we have intro-
duced some computational techniques used to deal with polysemy (cf. Chapter
2). Afterwards, we presented the Vector Space Models and specifically the Dis-
tributional Semantic Models, which constitute the tool used in computational
linguistics to represent meaning. We also introduced Distributional Memory, a
framework which gives us the possibility to create a DSM without too much effort
(cf. Chapter 3).
In this chapter we are going to present the general idea of our work combining
all the notions introduced so far. We will also present one method which could
be used to carry out our work and how and why it did not perform well. In
Chapter 5 we will present our work in all its aspects, making a walk through the
implementation of the model we want to provide.
4.2 The framework
Polysemy and homonymy, as we have exposed in Chapter 2, can be considered
similar in regard to the alternation of senses. What makes these two kinds of
lexical ambiguities so different is that a polysemous alternation is shared by sev-
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eral words, where an homonymous alternation is idiosyncratic, which means that
no more than one word has that alternation of senses. Our goal in this work is
to create an unsupervised model which can distinguish between two classes of
words, the ones that are polysemous and the ones that are homonymous.
TO BE REVIEWED[The main idea is that, given the word W1 we want to get
its sense alternation. If there is any other word W2 sharing the same alternation,
those two words are polysemous, if there is not, the senses expressed by the lexical
form W1 are homonymous.]
The first thing we need to do is identify the senses of each ambiguous word
we want to analyze, and then find a way to represent the alternation of senses
belonging to the same lexical unit.
One method we used to perform the word sense disambiguation was developed
by Schu¨tze (Schu¨tze, 1998). This method is shown in more detail in Section 4.3.
The idea is that each context in which a word appears is representative of one of
the senses the ambiguous word has. By creating vectors of every context of the
word, it is possible to create as many vectors as there are word senses.
The idea fits quite well with our work because after getting the sense vectors
for an ambiguous word, we should somehow create a representation of the alter-
nation made by the combination of its senses and let the sense alternation be
represented by it. However, we will see that this method does not work so well
in this task.
The final method we adopted will be introduced in Chapter 5, along with the
notion of semantic context and how it can play a fundamental role in defining
the sense alternation of words.
4.3 Word Sense Discrimination
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is widely used in computational linguistics,
especially because it is required in a large number of tasks such as machine
translation, information retrieval, information extraction, etc.
In this section we will present the method proposed by Schu¨tze (Schu¨tze,
1998), which uses the distributional information extracted from a corpus to oper-
ate the automatic Word Sense Discrimination. The difference with the common
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Word Sense Disambiguation is that it is not possible to label the senses an am-
biguous word has when using word sense discrimination. It is only possible to
know how many senses the word has and distinguish every senesce to the others.
Schu¨tze proposes a method which can be summarized in three main steps.
1. create the vectors representing the distributional properties of the words;
2. create the vectors representing the contexts in which a given word token
appears;
3. cluster the contexts vectors to create the sense vectors.
4.3.1 Word Vectors
We already introduced the word vectors in Section 3.2, and the vectors created
by Schu¨tze follow the same underlying basic idea: words can be defined as vectors
whose dimensions represent the contexts in which the words appear.
Schu¨tze provides a schematic example of two words represented in a two-
dimensional space. The example of co-occurrence table he provides is shown in
Table 4.1.
legal clothes
judge 300 75
robe 133 200
Table 4.1: Example of co-occurrence counts
Here we have a representation of four words co-occurrences. The words legal
and clothes represent the contexts in which the words judge and robe appear.
Given that these two vectors have two dimensions, they can be represented in a
two-dimensional space (cf. Figure 4.1).
Accordingly, in Table 4.1, the dimensions x and y are replaced respectively by
the dimensions clothes and legal. In this space, there are the vectors judge and
robe. The word judge occurs 300 times with the word legal and 75 times with
the word clothes, which is the reason why it has a value of 300 on the dimension
legal and 75 on the dimension clothes. The same thing happens with the word
robe, which has a value of 133 on the dimension legal and 200 on the dimension
clothes. A representation like the one in Figure 4.1 makes it easier to understand
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Figure 4.1: A representation on a two-dimensional space of the vectors in Table
4.1
the concept of closeness/similarity of words. If we had in this space the vectors of
the words law and tailor, the vector of law would be closer to the legal dimension,
and the vector of tailor would be closer to the clothes dimensions.
In his work, Schu¨tze proposes two different strategies to create a word vector:
a local strategy, which considers only the contexts in which the ambiguous
words occur and ignores the rest of the corpus, and a global strategy, which
uses the n most frequent words in the corpus as features of the ambiguous words.
For the local strategy, a frequency cutoff is also used. It is suggested to extract
all the neighbors around the ambiguous words, count them, and choose the 1,000
most frequent as dimensions. He defines neighbor as any word occurring at a
distance of at most 25 from the ambiguous word (that is 50 words around the
target ambiguous word). The value of k=50 has been chosen because there is no
improvement in performance for k>50 (Schu¨tze, 1997).
4.3.2 Context Vectors
The problem with word vectors is that they cannot discriminate when an ambigu-
ous word occurs with a sense or another, because to every word type is assigned a
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single vector representation, whether or not its tokens have the same word sense.
One step forward to address this problem is made by the context vectors. Let’s
take, for instance, the word suit which has two senses, the lawsuit and the gar-
ment senses, both recorded somewhere in the word vector of suit. At this point
we need to go back to the corpus, look at the individual contexts in which each
occurrence of the ambiguous words is found, and acquire information about sense
distinctions. So far, we have a distributional space in which there are vectors of
all the words in the ambiguous words contexts. The idea is that a context c of the
word w can be represented as the centroid (or sum) of the vectors representing
all the words in context c. For instance, in context c, whose the components are
wxwy, wz, the centroid vector −→c = −→wx +−→wy +−→wz.
Figure 4.2: A representation about the computation of a context vector
Figure 4.2 shows a two-dimensional space which represents a context of the
word suit. The word suit occurs with the words law, judge and statute. To create
a context vector of the word suit, −→c suit = −→w law +−→w judge +−→w statute +−→w suit. It is
important to note that the context vector is closer to the legal than the clothes
dimension, thus capturing that the context is a legal use of suit. The centroid
plays a very important role in showing which sense of an ambiguous word is
used. What it does is “average” the direction of a set of vectors. This implies
that if more words in the context have a strong semantic component for one of
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the senses, then the context vector, which is the average of the vectors, will also
have that strong component representing that sense. In the computation of the
context vectors, he proposes to weigh the words according to their discriminating
potentials. He used a measure often used in information retrieval, which weighs
a word based on its discriminating potential between different topics.
ai = log
(
N
ni
)
(4.1)
In general, in this formula ai is the weight to be assigned to the word wi,
ni is the number of documents in which wi occurs and N is the total number
of documents. With regard to the context vectors, ni would be the number of
contexts in which wi appears and N represents how many different contexts are
counted.
4.3.3 Sense Vectors
The final step in the procedure proposed by Schu¨tze is about the computation
of sense vectors. Now we know how to create a context vector, so, the word we
showed above, suit, would have as many context vectors as there are occurrences
of the word. Some of those context vectors would represent the sense lawsuit,
some of them the sense garment.
The idea is that all the contexts in which the word suit expresses the sense
of lawsuit would be somehow similar to each other. This is the same for all the
contexts in which it expresses the sense of garment. For each ambiguous word,
the set of context vectors is clustered into a predetermined number of coherent
clusters, where each cluster represents a word sense. A sense vector is then the
centroid of a cluster.
The expected situation, as shown in Figure 4.3, is that the context vectors
c1, c2, c3 and c4 are clustered together, and considered to be representative of one
sense of the word suit. The centroid of that cluster is the vector sense1. On the
other hand, there are c5, c6, c7 and c8 constituting another cluster, whose centroid
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Figure 4.3: A representation about the computation of a sense vectors
is the vector sense2. In this case, we can see how the vector sense1 is closer to the
legal dimension, which means that it is representative of the legal sense of suit,
where the vector sense2 represents the garment sense of the word suit.
4.3.4 Conclusions
In this section we saw step by step how to create word vectors, context vectors
and finally sense vectors. In our work we tried to use this method to get to the
sense vectors and then create alternation vectors.
In the next section we will present the implementation of the method we have
just shown.
4.4 Implementation
In this section we are going to present the first steps in our implementation of
Schu¨tze’s method and the data preprocessing it required.
We proceeded in the following three steps:
1. Word vectors: we decided to use Distributional Memory, to serve as
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the dimensions of Word Space, using some of the scripts they provided to
manipulate the tensor1.
2. Context vectors: to extract contextual information we used the ukWaC
Corpus (cf. Section 4.4.2), which is a 2 billion word corpus constructed
from the web.
3. Sense vectors: we tried to use K-mean algorithm and hierarchical
algorithm.
4.4.1 DM for Word vectors
Distributional Memory (cf. Section 3.3) is an existing framework, thus we want
to use it in our work instead of creating a new distributional space from scratch.
The authors make the TypeDM labeled tensor available online2 (cf. Section
3.3.2). It contains 13,369,458 tuples with the following structure:
(4.1) socialism-n against alliance-n 6.4310
play-v iobj-1 song-n 6.1676
beautiful-j nmod moonlight-n 9.9120
where in the tuple 〈w1,l,w2〉 socialism-n, play-v, beautiful-j are the
words w1, against, iobj-1, nmod are the links l and alliance-n, song-n,
moonlight-n are the words w2. Attached to w1 and w2 there are the components
-n, -v or -j, indicating respectively that the word is a noun, a verb or an adjective.
We have rearranged the third-order tensor into a matrix, with the aim to
create a matrix of dimensionality w1×lw2 in which every vector represents a word
of the tensor, and every dimension is the combination of every co-occurrence of
link and context. An example of the matrix resulting from the elements we have
in (4.5) would be in Table 4.2.
The tensor is provided along with a set of perl scripts which allow us to easily
manipulate the tensor, starting from the script which does the matricization to
the script summing two vectors.
1 http://clic.cimec.unitn.it/dm/
2http://clic.cimec.unitn.it/dm/
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against,alliance iobj-1,song-n nmod,moonlight-n
socialism-n 6.4310 0 0
play-v 0 6.1676 0
beautiful-j 0 0 9.9120
Table 4.2: Example matricization of TypeDM
4.4.1.1 Matricization
The first script used was the one for the tensor transformation into a matrix.
This is a general script that, given a pair of elements i and j and a weight w,
it can turn it into a matrix with dimensionality i×j, where w are the values in
the dimensions. We managed to give as input to the script a tensor in which the
tuples were composed by two elements, w1 and lw2 and their weights.
In TypeDM there are 30,686 distinct words and 3,124,436 distinct link-word
pairs. In terms of vectors, there are 30,686 word vectors, each one of which has
3,124,436 dimensions. With all of these dimensions, of course, the matrix was
very sparse and the computational cost required to make even a simple operation
was too high1.
4.4.1.2 Random Indexed Matrix
Another script provided with DM creates a matrix using Random Indexing
(cf. Section 3.2.3.2). A conventional way to create a Random Indexed Matrix is
to start from a corpus and compute the index vector of all the words in it. The
script provided, however, does the same thing but starts from the tensor. The
δ2 we have chosen is 10,000. As proof that reducing the dimensionality of the
matrix M (the whole matrix had more than 3 millions dimensions) did not result
in the relevant loss of information, we calculated the cosine similarity of a set
of words using the vectors in matrix M without compression and in matrix RIM
with reduction.
1 The dimension of the file containing the matrix was almost 200GB
2cf. Section 3.2.3.2, δ is a fixed constant representing the number of dimensions the RI
vectors must have
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w1 w2 cos(M) cos(RIM)
dog-n cat-n 0.7214 0.7154
car-n truck-n 0.7200 0.7122
cat-n bottle-n 0.2414 0.2333
salad-n computer-n 0.0713 0.0675
table-n sea-n 0.1230 0.1112
Table 4.3: Cosine similarity between some vectors
In Table 4.3 there are four columns. In the first two columns there are the
words between which it the cosine similarity has been calculated. The other two
columns are the actual cosine similarity values, first with the vectors in the matrix
M, without any compression, and second with the vectors in the matrix RIM , the
matrix computed using the Random Indexing. As we can see, the values are
almost completely identical, even though a huge number of dimensions have not
been considered.
4.4.2 ukWaC for Context Vectors
To create context vectors using the method proposed by Schu¨tze we have to
extract the contexts from a corpus in which the words we want to disambiguate
appear. Schu¨tze’s method, a context vector is given by the sum of the vectors
of all the words in the context in which the ambiguous word occurs. To make a
clear example of it, let’s take a look at the following sentences:
(4.2) 1. He sat on the river bank;
2. They pulled the canoe up on the bank;
3. That bank holds the mortgage on my house;
4. He cashed a check at the bank.1
The four sentences express very different senses, but what they have the
wordbank in common, which occurs in all the sentences. However, it has differ-
ent senses. In sentence 1 and 2 it has the meaning of river bank and in sentence
3 and 4 it expresses the sense of institution.
1These sentences are taken from Wordnet
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Using the method proposed by Schu¨tze we have to choose an ambiguous word,
which in this case is bank, and extract all the contexts in which it appears, which
are:
(4.3) bank 1 to-seat - river - bank
bank 2 to-pull - canoe - bank
bank 3 bank - to-hold - mortage - home
bank 4 to-cash - check - bank
The process is to look at our matrix, find the vectors corresponding to each
word listed above, and summing them relatively to each context, so that the con-
text vector of bank 1 is made up by the summed vectors of to-seat+river+bank,
and so on.
To find the sum of the vectors, we used a script provided with DM. It needs
to have a pair of elements (in which the first element is a context and the second
element is the target word) and the matrix (from which it has to take the vectors
from) to sum the specified vectors. In Section 4.4.2.2 we will show the script that
made the creation of the contextual word pairs possible.
4.4.2.1 The corpus
The corpus we chose to work with is ukWac. It was built using textual information
extracted from the web using only websites with the .uk domain. The corpus has
88,214,600 tokenized, lemmatized, PoS tagged and parsed sentences.
(4.4) <text id="...">
<s>
...
</s>
<s>
...
</s>
</text>
<text id="...">
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...
</text>
The structure shown in Figure (4.4) is a pseudo-xml in which the first level
has a link to the text/website from which it was taken and the second level has
the sentences.
Inside every element <s> there is a sentence with a common structure that is
composed of the following elements:
(4.5) word lemma PoS id relation id relation
In this structure, word indicates the simple token, the word expressed in its
form, lemma is the word lemma, PoS indicates the word part of speech, id is a
local incremental id which makes possible to refer to each element in the sentence,
relation id is a number used to create syntactic relations between its own word
and the word it has a syntactic relation with, and relation specifies the kind of
syntactic relation it starts. An example of the structure in ukWaC can be seen
in Table 4.4, in which there are the elements in sentence 1.
<s id="1">
Hooligans hooligan NNS 1 4 NMOD
, , , 2 4 P
unbridled unbridled JJ 3 4 NMOD
passion passion NN 4 0 ROOT
- - : 5 4 P
and and CC 6 4 CC
no no DT 7 9 NMOD
executive executive JJ 8 9 NMOD
boxes box NNS 9 4 COORD
. . SENT 10 0 ROOT
</s>
Table 4.4: Sentence 1 from ukWaC
4.4.2.2 The contextual pairs extraction
After preprocessing the corpus, we started working on the creation of context
vectors. As previously mentioned, we used a script provided with DM to sum the
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vectors. However, to do so, we had to create a script with the goal of extracting
the pairs whose first element was an element of the context and second element
was an element of the target word.
Following the Schu¨tze procedure, we should get 50 words surrounding the
target. What we actually did was try three different kinds of context vectors:
1. the context as sentence;
2. the context as span of 10 words surrounding the target (5 words before
and 5 words after it);
3. the context as words syntactically related to the target.
The context as sentence This algorithm is the simplest of the three ones. It
can be written as follows:
(4.4) 1. foreach target word t
create a buffer B with the elements el in the sentence.
2. if t is found in B
create the pairs P with all the el in B.
2.1 Each P is composed of one el and the t. To each one of them is
appended a grammatical information:
if the element is a noun -n;
if it is a verb -v;
if it is an adjective -j. Then, is appended the referential informa-
tion, which is made by the combination of the sentence id and the
word id.
The last step is fundamental, because we have to create our data to be fitting
with the labels we have in our matrix. Given that in DM the grammatical infor-
mation is encoded using -n, -v and -j, we have to use the same structure. The refer-
ential information, on the other hand, is necessary to distinguish all the instances
of the same word type. If in the corpus there are 100 occurrences of the word
bank we will have 100 context vectors whose label would be bank-n sid wid,
where the combination of sid (sentence-id) and wid (word-id) is univocal.
For example, considering the sentence 1 we have shown in Table 4.4, and
pretending our target word to be the word passion, the resulting pairs would be:
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passion-n 1 4 passion-n 1 4
hooligan-n 1 1 passion-n 1 4
unbridled-j 1 3 passion-n 1 4
executive-j 1 8 passion-n 1 4
box-n 1 9 passion-n 1 4
Table 4.5: Pairs extracted from sentence 1
The context as span The others two algorithms are not so different. Consid-
ering the extraction of the elements in the span, the only difference is that in the
buffer are always stored 5 words. If the 6th element is the target word, then are
created the pairs with the words in the buffer and the 5 subsequent words. We
will have in total
The context as syntactically related words This is the most complex con-
text extracted but, of course, the most linguistically motivated. What we mean
by syntactically related words is those words that both point to and are pointed
by the target word.
A very clear example can be provided taking the sentence 2859 in the corpus.
(Table 4.6)
Considering as target word water, we can see that the elements linked with
syntactic dependencies with the target are some, more and like.
The pairs extracted from this sentence would be:
The word some has not been considered because it is a DT, which in the
ukWaC part-of-speech tagset corresponds to determiner. Since in TypeDM there
are only nouns, verbs and adjectives it is not relevant to create a pair with that
term that would be not considered in any case.
In terms of algorithms, this means that are only extracted those words in the
sentence whose the relation id is the id of the target word, likewise is those
extracted words that word with the id specified in the relation id field of the
target word.
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<s id="2859">
Yes yes UH 1 4 VMOD
, , , 2 4 P
I I PP 3 4 SBJ
should should VV 4 0 ROOT
like like VV 5 4 VC
some some DT 6 8 NMOD
more more JJR 7 8 NMOD
water water NN 8 5 OBJ
now now RB 9 5 ADV
, . SENT 10 5 P
love love VVP 11 4 VC
. . SENT 12 4 P
</s>
Table 4.6: Sentence 2859 from ukWaC
water-n 2859 8 water-n 2859 8
like-v 2859 5 water-n 2859 8
more-j 2859 7 water-n 2859 8
Table 4.7: Pairs extracted from sentence 2859
4.4.2.3 Summing the vectors
The central step in creating the context vectors is the sum of the vectors. The
script we have used to do it, has been provided with DM.
This script takes as input the pairs we have just shown and the matrix in
which are stored all the vectors. It returns as many vectors as many unique
element word-n sid wid are provided.
We have managed to modify the script to make it decompose the elements of
each pair, and search in the matrix the words without considering the referential
information we have previously saved in it.
Considering, for instance, the pairs in Table 4.5 and creating a context vec-
tor we would get a single vector labeled as passion-n 1 4 which would be re-
sulting from the sum of each dimension of the vectors passion-n, hooligan-n,
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unbridled-j, executive-j, box-n.
4.4.3 Clustering for Sense vectors
In this final step of the method proposed by Schu¨tze we had to create the sense
vectors. As we know, a sense vector is given by the clustering of all the context
vectors we have got. We have used the k-means clustering algorithm, implemented
with R, a programming language especially used in statistics.
The k-means clustering algorithm aims to partition n vectors into k clusters,
where k is a fixed constant. The clusters are created basing on the closeness each
element to be clustered has with the k seeds randomly generated.
Given all the context vectors for a specific target word, we want to cluster
them, getting as many clusters as many senses the word has. In our case, in
which we consider the target word to have an alternation of two senses, the seeds,
and the k clusters we want to get, are 2. At this point, we need only the cluster’s
centroids, each one of which representing one of the senses of the target.
We were expecting to have two clusters in which all the elements (the context
vectors) were strongly representative of one of the two senses in order to have a
very high similarity with the sense vectors of words sharing the same alternation.
For instance, we would expect that the vector representing the sense food of the
word lunch will have an high similarity with the vector representing the sense
food of the word dinner and, consequently, we would expect the same from the
sense event. In such a case, comparing the sense vectors of lunch with the sense
vectors of dinner, we would have their vectors being similar two by two. The
vectors we have actually got have been very confused and not very representative
of the senses. This problem has been given by the complexity and diversity of
the context vectors, each one of which representing a context not so often similar
to other vectors representing the same sense.
In our experiments we have tried to create the sense vectors for the word
lunch and the word dinner, given that they both have the same alternation food-
event. Doing so, we will have 4 sense vectors, 2 for word lunch - 1 representing
the sense food, 1 representing the sense event - and 2 for the word dinner -
again, 1 representing the sense food, 1 representing the sense event. We would
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expect that the lunch food vector would be very similar to the dinner food
vector, because they are representing very similar contexts, and, at the same
time, the vectors lunch event and dinner event should be similar.
We have verified such a situation computing the cosine similarity between the
sense vectors of lunch and the sense vectors of dinner. Of course, we do not have
the sense vectors labeled with the senses they represent, but we can expect to
have the vectors similar two by two.
sense 1 sense 2 cosine
lunch 1 dinner 1 0.2036
lunch 1 dinner 2 0.5890
lunch 2 dinner 1 0.6319
lunch 2 dinner 2 0.8155
Table 4.8: Cosine similarity between the sense vectors of lunch and dinner
As we can see in Table 4.8 the sense vectors lunch 2 and dinner 2 are very
similar. The get a cosine similarity of 0.815. Given this result, we would expect,
consequently, to see a similar result in the cosine computation of lunch 1 and
dinner 1, but this does not happen. Their cosine has a very low value, 0.203.
The main reason of this problem is given by the diversity of the elements
we summed to obtain the context vectors. Even if we rely on the idea that the
distribution of the element across the text can be representative of the semantic
of the elements, we do not have to assume this is totally true. In fact, even if
words such as box-n and packed-j are semantically similar, their distribution
is not. The reason is that the first word is a noun and, for instance, in the
contexts in which it appears it uses to occur with verbs and adjectives, where
the second word is an adjective, and its distribution behave in a different way. A
demonstration can be given by the computation of the cosine similarity between
these two words, that, surprisingly, returns a negative value.
Let us make an example considering the sentence 22979189 in ukWaC, in
which appears the word lunch, whose sense in this case is clearly event.
(4.5) Join your contemporaries for visits to schools and departments and a re-
union lunch in Staff House.
If we would consider the first kind of context we have proposed, the one
considering the whole sentence as context (cf. Section 4.4.2.2), the context vectors
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for this sentence - the vector lunch-n 22979189 13 - would be realized by the
sum of the vectors join-v + contemporary-n + visit-n + school-n + department-n
+ reunion-n + lunch-n + staff-n + house-n. Summing the vectors representing
the distribution of all these words there is nothing showing that the actual sense of
lunch, in this context, is event. This is the reason why, comparing such a context
vector with the one representing the sentence ”The lunch was very boring”, they
do not have much in common but the word lunch. This contribute to make the
clustering a very difficult task, given that the contexts in which lunch can express
the sense of event can be very different one from another.
Even using a smaller context - considering only 5 words after and 5 words
before the target - we would create a vector out of the sum of department-n +
reunion-n + lunch-n + staff-n + house-n, but the problem would be the same as
we mentioned before: the resulting vector would not represent something seman-
tically related to an event. Furthermore, we are trying to sum the distributional
properties of a building, department-n and a group of people, staff-n, which leads
to the creation of a vector which is inconsistent with the reality.
Consider the sentence in (4.6), for example:
(4.6) Today’s lunch was just a sandwich in my car.
If we would create a context vector out of this sentence, it would be done
summing today + lunch + sandwich + car. This would bring to a vector in which
we have the actual distributional representation of something that sometimes can
be eaten (from the distribution of sandwich) and sometimes can run (from the
distribution of car). At this point, it is clear how linguistically inconsistent a
realization like this can be. Furthermore, we can see how irrelevant is the word
car in our understanding of the sentence.
The last thing we have tried has been to use the syntactic context and, for
instance, in sentence 22979189 the only word related to the target would be
reunion, which could be a very interesting word, but it is just a lucky case.
(4.7) (...) and an apple tree for their school grounds by designing the ultimate,
healthy, nutritionallybalanced packed lunch with all food and drink from
the eastern region of the UK.
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In a sentence such the one showed in point (4.7), which is the sentence 99032
in ukWaC, there are 4 different words related to lunch and no one of them can
suggest the sense of the word lunch, which in that case is food. The context vector
would be given by design-v + ultimate-j + nutritionallybalanced-j + packed-j +
lunch-n .
Another sentence which is worth taking a look at, is sentence 11787038.
(4.8) (...) it has been accepted that reimbursements to volunteers for lunch or
other meals bought while volunteering are not subject to tax (...)
In this sentence the only one element syntactically related to the target word
is meal, which actually suggests the sense of food.
The problem we have had has been already shown at this point. It concerns
the fact that, even if the context vector for the sentence 99032 should be somehow
representing the sense of lunch as a food, it does not have anything in common
with the context vector for the sentence 11,787,038.
In fact, the cosine similarity between these two vectors is 0.34689, which means
that they are so much different/distant that they cannot get to be clustered
together.
Another interesting thing is that, even if sometimes it was easy to cluster
the contexts representing the sense of food, it was not possible to cluster the
contexts with the sense of event.
The reason of this can be found in the following example, in which we have 3
context vectors with the sense food and 3 with the sense of event.
(4.9) food 1 eat-v
food 2 cook-v + special-j + harvest-n
food 3 tasty-j + little-j
event 1 attend-v + special-j + celebratory-j
event 2 cerimony-n
event 3 interval-n
Here follows the table with the cosine similarity calculated between the 3
vectors with sense of food and the 3 vectors with the sense of event.
As it is possible to see in Table 4.9, the similarity between the contexts of
food is higher than 0.50 in any case, where the contexts representing the sense
of event are not similar at all. This demonstrates how much different are the
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sense 1 sense 2 cosine
food 1 food 2 > 0.50
food 1 food 3 > 0.50
food 2 food 3 > 0.50
event 1 event 2 < 0.03
event 1 event 3 < 0.03
event 2 event 3 < 0.03
Table 4.9: Cosine similarity between the sense vectors of lunch and dinner
contexts in which a word of event can occur. Their cosine shows also that, being
these vectors so distant, they cannot get to be clustered together.
4.5 Summary
In this Chapter we have introduced the structure of our work. We have shown
what is our goal and how we want to achieve it. We have shown the method
most likely to be suitable to our purposes, showing the theory behind it and the
implementation proposed by the author.
We have started to present our work, talking mostly of our implementation
of the Schu¨tze method and the steps needed in the creation of word vectors,
context vectors and sense vectors. We have shown how we managed to create a
reliable DSM using TypeDM and the preprocessing needed by ukWaC, which is
the corpus we have decided to use.
At the end, we have exposed why we have decided to not go further using this
method.
In the next Chapter we will introduce the notion of semantic context, which
will be the fundamental part of our sense disambiguation technique.
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Chapter 5
Automatic Alternation Detection
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we are going to present a method to investigate the sense alter-
nation of words. In the previous chapters we have presented a method for the
creation of context vectors. In its original implementation made by Schu¨tze, a
context is a span of 50 words, with 25 preceding the target word and 25 words
following it. In our implementation we have created three different kinds of con-
text vectors, 1) considering the whole sentence as context, 2) considering a small
span of words, 3) a context given exclusively by the words syntactically related
with the target. We have shown how letting a context being represented by the
sum of words in it can be very noisy. The variety of the contexts in which a word
can appear makes almost impossible to have a number of similar contexts which
can be clustered together.
We have seen that Rumshisky et al. (cf. Section 2.3.2), following the theory
exposed in GL, consider only the verbs as context in a specific syntactic relation
with the target.
In our work, we want to bring the nouns in the context into focus. Given that
the vectors resulting by the sum of different elements in a context could lead to
peculiar representations, we want every context to be represented by only one
word, which is the most semantically relevant. The idea behind the extraction of
this word - which we call semantic context - is that in the same context as the
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word lunch used with the sense of food, there will be another word with that
same sense as the target, which can be considered an important component in
creating our understanding of the ambiguous word. Let’s consider, for instance,
the sentence we have in (4.8). In it, the word lunch has the sense of food,
and this can be suggested by the verb in that context, which is buy (which is
the underlying idea of GL), or by the words syntactically related with the target,
such as meal, which has the sense of food. Looking at the data we have noticed
that very often the words related with the target have the semantic information
we are trying to attribute to the ambiguous word. This means that with the word
lunch as target, there will be some contexts in which the words related with it
have the event sense, and some others in which they have the food sense. This
is why we can let the context to be represented by only one word.
As we will see in the Section 5.2.1, we use only 6 senses and the polysemous
alternations we can get from their combinations. Our goal is not only to extract
the alternations, but we want to evaluate the possibility to distinguish whether
an ambiguous word has a regular polysemous alternation or an homonymous
one.
To do so, first of all, we extract the alternation of each target word we have
selected (23 polysemous and 16 homonymous words), and consequently we eval-
uate the alternation extracted with a set of target polysemous alternations. If
the alternation predicted is found among the target polysemous alternations, the
word whose alternation has been evaluated is polysemous. When the predicted
alternation is different from the target alternations, the word is considered as
being homonymous.
In the following sections we will see everything in details.
5.2 Creating the alternations
To get to the sense alternation representation we use a semantic context which
gives a representation of the context using only one word. The word we want
to take into consideration is the most semantically relevant in it. To estimate
the rate of informativeness - or semantic relevance - each word has we operate a
classification comparing every word in the syntactic context with a set of seman-
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tically representative words expressing word senses. Of course, in every context
there will be more than one word in syntactic relation with the target. Among
them, we choose the one with the strongest association with one of the senses.
When we have a representative word for each context, we expect those words
to be mostly classified as belonging to the two senses constituting the word sense
alternation.
These are the steps we follow:
1. create vectors representing the word senses;
2. select a set of ambiguous words;
3. extract the syntactic context for each target word we want to disam-
biguate;
4. extract the semantic context using the words in each syntactic context;
5. count the senses (labels) being attributed to each context of a target
word;
6. let the alternation be represented by the two most frequent senses.
In the following sections we will discuss these points in detail. We will first
show the word senses we choose. Second, we will present the list of words we
want to create a sense alternation for, which are 23 polysemous words and 16
homonymous ones. Then, we will present the method followed in the creation of
a semantic context for each word and finally, we will show how to obtain the sense
alternation for each target word we selected. The last section will be concerning
the evaluation of the polysemous alternation prediction and the validity of the
method in the distinction between polysemous and homonymous words.
5.2.1 The sense representation
To define how to represent the word senses we let the sense be represented by its
own word. This means that we used the vector of the word event-n already com-
puted in our matrix as representative of the sense event. We will call event-n
sense name.
However, it is not always possible to use the vectors of the words to represent
the senses. It is appropriate to use the word food to represent its sense because it
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behave in a distributionally similar way to foods, but when it comes, for instance,
to represent the sense of artifact there are few problems, becuase there is no
word able to represent all the distributional properties of every object.
This happens because we are using distributional vectors in which we can
find the relevance of a context regarding a specific word. The word food has a
similar distribution to words of food, such as pizza or milk, because these are in
a paradigmatic relation. For what concerns the sense of artifact, on the other
hand, there is no word able to represent the distributional properties of all the
objects.
For instance, in a sentence such as “This meeting was very boring”, where
the sense expressed by the target word meeting is event, we can substitute
the target with all the the words expressing the same sense as the target - for
instance the word reunion -, or in the sentence “This sandwich is delicious” we
can substitute the word sandwich with the word food and all the other words in
a paradigmatic relation with it. We could even substitute it with the word lunch
denoting, in that case, the sense of food.
On the other hand, when it comes to the sense artifact, “This bed is
comfortable” or “This dress is perfect” there is no word with a distribution at
the same time similar to bed and dress. This happens especially because the sense
artifact represent a more abstract category than food does.
This is the main reason why in this work we are using a group of selected
senses, which are the following 6:
1. event
2. food
3. animal
4. plant
5. building
6. information
The fact that we are using only these senses shrinks the words we can investi-
gate as targets, because the target words must have an alternation made by the
combination of two of these senses.
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5.2.2 The target words
Given that we have a limited set of senses we can ground this study on, for what
concerns polysemous target words we have decided to focus on some alternations
and use some words with those alternations as targets. What we need to point
out here is that the words we are using have sometime more than two word
senses. For instance, the word bank, as we have seen in Section 5.2.2, do not
represents only the two polysemous senses related to the building in which the
financial institution and the group of people working in it; it expresses as well the
homonimous sense of sloping land around a river or a lake. This happens also
for the word school, which has the meaning of building, the meaning of group of
people representing it, and the homonymous sense of group of fish. In these cases
we will consider the polysemous alternation and not the homonymous one.
The first alternation is the one we have presented all over this work, which is
food-event. The target words we choose to analyze are:
1. banquet
2. breakfast
3. dinner
4. lunch
5. supper
Another alternation we have analyzed has been the food-plant one. The
words analyzed are the following:
6. apple
7. cherry
8. lemon
9. orange
10. pear
11. potato
Another alternation we have studied has been animal-food. The words
studied are the following:
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12. chicken
13. fish
14. lamb
15. rabbit
16. salmon
Another alternation has been group-building and the words we have stud-
ied are the following:
17. bank
18. church
19. embassy
20. hospital
21. school
The last alternation we have considered has been the event-information
one, and we have investigated the following words:
22. exam
23. lecture
24. seminar
For what concerns the choice of homonymous words we used the Natural
Language Toolkit package for Python 1. NLTK provides the possibility to
download over 50 corpora and lexical resources, such as WordNet, which is the
one we used in this operation. As we showed in Section , in WordNet for each
lexical entry there are specified all the senses having that lexical form. All we
had to do, was to write a simple script to extract those words sharing two given
senses. Of course, the alternations we have considered here were not the ones
constituting a polysemous alternation.
Here follows the list of all the homonymous words we have extracted:
1. bark: event-plant;
2. bee: animal-group;
1http://nltk.org/
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3. cricket: animal-event;
4. crop: food-group;
5. diet: food-group;
6. dove: animal-information;
7. file: group-information;
8. formula: food-information;
9. horn: animal-information;
10. party: group-event;
11. plant: plant-information;
12. post: building-information;
13. race: event-group;
14. seal: animal-information;
15. wing: animal-group;
16. worm: animal-information;
5.2.3 The semantic context
The extraction of a semantic context is the fundamental step that lead us to the
creation of the sense alternations. The main idea is to extract a word with a high
semantic relevance from every context, so that the context can be represented by
it.
The context The first step in this whole operation is done by extracting the
words in the context. We can decide how many words to extract for each occur-
rence of a target word, as we have already shown. We can use the whole sentence,
a given span around the target word or the syntactic context. We have extracted
them as shown in Section 4.4.2.2, using the structure of pairs, in which the first
element is the word in the context and the second element is the target word (cf.
Table 4.5).
For example, the syntactic context of the sentence 22979189 that we have in
4.4.3 is made by:
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reunion-n 22979189 12 lunch-n 22979189 13
school-n 22979189 7 lunch-n 22979189 13
Table 5.1: Pairs extracted from sentence 22979189
The classification After having extracted all the contexts in which the target
words appear, for each context, we have to classify the words in it. The classi-
fication method adopted here wants to classify every word in the contexts with
respect to its closeness/similarity with the seeds. The seeds we are using are, of
course, the 6 sense names relative to the senses we have shown in Section 5.2.1.
For each word w in the context is computed the cosine similarity with all the
senses Sj, and then w is classified as belonging to the class Sj yielding the highest
cosine.
Class(w, Sj) = MAX(cos(w, Sj))
1 ≤ j ≤ 7
(5.1)
This means that, looking at the pairs we have in Table 5.1, we have to calculate
the cos(reunion, event), cos(reunion, food), cos(reunion, animal), etc., and
the cos(school, event), cos(school, food), cos(school, animal), cos(school,
building), etc. Among the cos calculated between reunion and the seeds, the
one with the highest value is cos(reunion, event), with 0.60761, which means
that the word reunion has been classified as being an event. On the other hand,
the highest cosine for the word school has been returned by cos(school, group),
with a value of 0.45963. Now we have two classified words, both occurring in one
context of the word lunch. Our goal is to consider only one word in one context.
We do so by taking the word having the highest cosine value among the classified
words as representative of the context.
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SemCont(c, w) = MAX(Class(w, S))
(5.2)
We can read the Formula 5.2 as: the context c is represented by the word w,
where w is the word with the highest classification value. Another thing to point
out is that we impose a constraint to the context representation. The cosine value
we have had in the classification has to be higher than 0.50. For example, in a
situation in which the syntactic context of lunch is only school - which we have
seen that gets the highest cosine with group (0.45963) - we do not want the
context to be represented by that word. This means that we do not consider that
context inasmuch it is not enough semantically representative. Of course, it can
even happen that one context of lunch is represented by a word such house, whose
classification is building - with a value of 0.63381. We know that building is not
a semantic valid interpretation of the senses of lunch, but it is a valid semantic
context, so we let anyway that context of lunch be represented by house. The
idea is that, even if we will have contexts of lunch being represented even by
words classified as animals, at the end the most frequent classification - the
most contexts of lunch - will be both food and event, given that these are the
proper senses of lunch.
5.2.4 The sense alternation
The final step in the alternation extraction is given by the computation of the
relevant senses. At this point for each polysemous or homonymous word W we
have a list of contexts classified with the sense the target in it expresses. The
classification of each context can be written as a tuple as 〈w, S, v〉, where w is
a word representing the context, S is the sense it has been associated with the
context, and v is the classification strength value (the cosine has been yield in the
first step of the classification). To get the informativeness of a sense with respect
to a given ambiguous word we count how many contexts have been classified with
a specific sense, not simply using the raw counts, but the respective classification
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strength values, and then divide them by the total classification strength values
in all the classes.
I(S) =
∑m
j=1 vj∑n
i=1 vi
(5.3)
In the Formula 5.3 we read that the Informativeness of a sense S is given by
the sum of all the classification strength values v for a given sense, where m is
the last element belonging to a class of sense, over the sum of all the v, where n
is the last element. We do so in order to get a percentage value, which can show
better the data obtained. Once we apply this formula to the contexts of a word,
we rank them in order to I(S) being decreasing. Considering, for instance, the
word dinner, we would have results such as those shown in Table 5.2.
I(S) S
0.5334 food-n
0.3226 event-n
0.1018 group-n
0.0236 animal-n
0.0130 building-n
0.0044 information-n
0.0009 communication-n
0.0002 plant-n
Table 5.2: Informativeness of the senses of dinner
Table 5.2 shows that the 0.5334% of all the contexts of dinner have been
classified as food, the 0.3226% have been classified as event, and so on. Now that
we have calculated the informativeness of each sense I(S), given that we consider
polysemy and homonymy as alternation of two senses, we consider only senses of
rank 1 and 2. These are the ones which constitute the alternation. We will say
that the alternation for the word dinner has a γ value of 0.856, which is given
by the sum of their I( food) and I( event). We can imagine that higher is the
γ value, higher is the relevance of the alternation for a word.
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5.3 Results
In this section we will present the results. We want to present two different
methods of evaluations. The first one aims to evaluate the prediction of regular
polysemous words only. To do so, we will provide 5 tables, each one of which
representing a polysemous alternation. In them, we have the words we would
expect to be predicted as belonging to that alternation, the alternation actually
predicted and the examples of words which have led to the predicted alternation.
The second one aims to evaluate whether or not it is possible to distinguish
the polysemous words from the homonymous ones. To do so, we will take into
account the previously shown polysemous alternations as targets. Our idea is that
the polysemous words will be classified as belonging to one of those alternations,
where the homonimous words, having diverse senses composing the alternations,
will not respond to any of the target alternations.
5.3.1 Polysemy prediction evaluation
In this section we will first present a table showing the polysemous words with
their expected and predicted alternations and whether or not the prediction was
right.
Basing on the information we have in 5.3 we can compute the accuracy,
which is a measure we use here to evaluate how many alternations have been
correctly predicted. The formula to compute the accuracy is the following:
accuracy =
correctly classified items
total items
(5.4)
Afterwards, we will report 5 tables, each one of which representing one poly-
semous alternation. Right below each table we will discuss the errors.
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polysemy
word expected right prediction
apple fod-plt 3
bank bld-grp 3
banquet fod-evt 3
breakfast fod-evt 3
brunch fod-evt 7
cherry fod-plt 7
chicken anm-fod 3
church bld-grp 3
dinner fod-evt 3
embassy bld-grp 3
exam evt-inf 7
fish anm-fod 3
hospital bld-grp 7
lamb anm-fod 3
lecture evt-inf 7
lemon fod-plt 3
lunch fod-evt 3
orange fod-plt 3
pear fod-plt 3
potato fod-plt 3
rabbit anm-fod 3
salmon anm-fod 7
school bld-grp 3
seminar evt-inf 7
supper fod-evt 7
Table 5.3: A summary table showing all the polysemous target words and whether
or not the prediction is right
Accuracy: Following the formula we showed above the accuracy of our model
is 0.68.
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food-event
word predicted examples s1 examples s2 γ
banquet fod-evt meal, lunch,
breakfast
gala, ceremony,
exhibition
0.8804
breakfast fod-evt porridge, sand-
wich, fruit
celebration, fes-
tival
0.8766
brunch fod-grp pizza, snack party 0.9295
dinner fod-evt chicken, beef,
pizza
gala, celebration 0.8600
lunch fod-evt sandwich, pizza,
beef
conference, sym-
posium, gala
0.8182
supper fod-grp dish, pie, meal party, team,
club
0.8474
Table 5.4: Table showing the words with the alternation food-event
Errors: The words whose predicted alternation is wrong are brunch and sup-
per. In both cases the errors is caused by the many occurrences in their contexts
of the word party. We know that this also is an ambiguous word, but it is classi-
fied as being a group because its cosine similarity is higher with group than with
event. If it would have been classified as event, this error wouldn’t have been
made.
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food-plant
word predicted examples s1 examples s2 γ
apple fod-plt pie, pudding tree, plant 0.8667
cherry fod-anm apple, chocolate,
fruit
bird 0.7819
lemon fod-plt apple, fruit, pie tree 0.8681
orange fod-plt chocolate, sweet,
fruit
tree, plant 0.7200
pear fod-plt apple, biscuit,
chocolate
tree, crop, plant 0.9719
potato fod-plt beef, bread,
burger
crop, plant, tree 0.9379
Table 5.5: Table showing the words with the alternation food-plant
Errors: The only error concerns the word cherry, whose predicted alternation
is animal-food. This is caused by an high number of occurrences of the word bird.
This is not an actual problem of the method, given that cherry bird is the name
of a tree. We could say that this is a tokenization problem, because cherry bird
has not been recognized as a single token.
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animal-food
word predicted examples s1 examples s2 γ
chicken anm-fod sheep, pig, rab-
bit
beef, burger,
vegetable
0.9747
fish anm-fod beast, creature bread, veg-
etable, meat
0.8740
lamb anm-fod sheep, pig burger, meat,
beef
0.9724
rabbit anm-fod badger, fox, bird chicken, meat,
beef
0.8076
salmon grp-fod member, associ-
ation, company
beef, vegetable 0.8374
Table 5.6: Table showing the words with the alternation animal-food
Errors: The word whose predicted alternation is wrong is salmon, where in-
stead of having the sense of animal we have the sense of group. This is the
most significant error because there is no apparent reason that can justify this
error. This happens first because we do not have so many occurrences of animals
in the context of salmon (we have only few occurrences of dog and pig) but, on
the other hand, we have a large number of group nouns, such as member, associ-
ation, council, company. The only one possible reason is that, we cannot detect
this sense here because in the language it is not usual to talk about salmons in
terms of animals.
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group-building
word predicted examples s1 examples s2 γ
bank bld-grp church, hall company, staff,
partner
0.8481
church bld-grp palace, tower family, commu-
nity, member
0.9146
embassy bld-grp hall, complex authority, orga-
nization, union
0.7826
hospital anm-grp child, human people, staff 0.8248
school bld-grp house, church,
edifice
pupil, class, stu-
dent
0.7834
Table 5.7: Table showing the words with the alternation building-group
Errors: The error has been made here concerns the word hospital. This is a
very interesting error. Regarding the sense group we have no problem detecting
it, we have detected the sense of animal instead of building. Giving a closer
look, even the words classified as animals are nouns having the sense of group or
persons, such as the word child, which has several occurrences wrongly classified
as animal. This might be happened because, speaking of syntactic distribution,
the word child might be treated in a more similar way as a puppy than as a
person.
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event-information
word predicted examples s1 examples s2 γ
exam grp-inf class, students answer, feedback 0.7964
lecture evt-grp session, seminar student, associa-
tion, people
0.7518
seminar evt-grp student, class,
club
overview, de-
scription, up-
date
0.7375
Table 5.8: Table showing the words with the alternation event-information
Errors: All the polysemous words having the alternation event-information
have got a wrong prediction. The main reason for this error is the predominance
of words showing the sense of group. In fact, for any of these ambiguous words,
we found in their contexts words of people joining those events, which have been
sometimes more frequent than event nouns - such as in the case of exam -,
sometimes more frequent than words showing the sense of information - such
as in the case of lecture and seminar.
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5.4 Polysemy and Homonymy distinction
In this section we will show the evaluation of this method in the distinction be-
tween polysemous and homonymous words. Given a list of homonymous words
(the ones we presented in Section 5.2.2) we expect that the words having an alter-
nation different from any of our 5 alternations, will be classified as homonymous.
We present the results in the following table.
homonymy
word predicted lexical ambiguity right prediction
bark anm-plt homonymy 3
bee anm-grp homonymy 3
cricket evt-grp homonymy 3
crop fod-plt polysemy 7
diet anm-fod polysemy 7
dove fod-grp homonymy 3
file inf-grp homonymy 3
formula grp-inf homonymy 3
horn grp-inf homonymy 3
party evt-grp homonymy 3
plant anm-plt homonymy 3
post inf-grp homonymy 3
race anm-grp homonymy 3
seal grp-anm homonymy 3
wing bld-grp polysemy 7
worm anm-fod polysemy 7
Table 5.9: Table showing the words with the alternation event-information
In Table 5.9 the prediction is right only when the alternation predicted is
not one of those 5 target alternations we know to be polysemous. In terms of
accuracy, we have 0.75 of lexical ambiguities correctly predicted.
Merging these results with those previously obtained in the polysemous alter-
nation prediction, we have 30 cases over 41 correctly classified. This means the
accuracy of the system in this task is 0.73.
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Lexical ambiguity distinction
word expected predicted right prediction
apple pol polysemy 3
bank pol polysemy 3
banquet pol polysemy 3
bark hom homonymy 3
bee hom homonymy 3
breakfast pol polysemy 3
brunch pol homonymy 7
cherry pol polysemy 3
chicken pol polysemy 3
church pol polysemy 3
cricket hom homonymy 3
crop hom polysemy 7
diet hom polysemy 7
dinner pol polysemy 3
embassy pol polysemy 3
exam pol homonymy 7
dove hom homonymy 3
file hom homonymy 3
fish pol polysemy 3
formula hom homonymy 3
horn hom homonymy 3
hospital pol homonymy 7
lamb pol polysemy 3
lecture pol homonymy 7
lemon pol polysemy 3
lunch pol polysemy 3
orange pol polysemy 3
party hom homonymy 3
pear pol polysemy 3
plant hom homonymy 3
post hom homonymy 3
potato pol polysemy 3
rabbit pol polysemy 3
race hom homonymy 3
salmon pol homonymy 7
school pol polysemy 3
seal hom homonymy 3
seminar pol homonymy 7
supper pol homonymy 7
wing hom polysemy 7
worm hom polysemy 7
Table 5.10: Table showing the results in predicting the kind of lexical ambiguity
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In this task we can also use a different validation measures, which are preci-
sion and recall. These two, which are commonly used in information retrieval
tasks, show how many instances have been correctly classified over the expecta-
tions.
To compute these two measures it is useful to refer to a contingency table,
filled with expected instances and the classified ones.
A B
A true positive false positive
B false negative true negative
Table 5.11: Contingency table
In Table 5.12, we have in the columns and in the rows the elements A and
B. Those we have in the columns are the expected elements. For instance, if we
would have homonymous instead of A and polysemous instead of B, we would
count how many words are actually homonymous and polysemous. In the columns
we have again A and B, but this time they are the classified items, which means
we would count how many items have been classified as A or B - in our case, how
many words have been classified as homonymous or polysemous. Therefore,
the true positive are those elements we expect to be A and are classified as A,
the false positive are those elements we expect to be classified as B but instead
are wrongly classified as A. The false negative are those elements we expect to
be classified as A but are wrongly classified as B and the true negative are those
elements we expect to be classified as B and are correctly classified.
The contingency table of our classification task is the following one.
homonymous polysemous
homonymous 12 7
polysemous 4 18
Table 5.12: Contingency table based on the task
The precision and recall can be computed referring to the contingency table.
The precision shows how many A elements have been predicted by the model.
The recall shows how many A elements have been correctly classified.
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P =
tp
tp+ fp
R =
tp
tp+ fn
(5.5)
If we want to apply these formulas to our task we would have:
P =
12
12 + 7
= 0.63
R =
12
12 + 4
= 0.75
(5.6)
There is also a single measure that trades off precision versus recall, which is
the F measure. It is a weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall.
F = 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall
(5.7)
In our task the F measure is 0.72.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future works
In the first chapter of this dissertation we have introduced two different kind of
lexical ambiguities, the regular polysemy and the homonymy. Even though
they may seem very similar - given that they are nothing but senses alternation
- they have some differences, such as, for instance, the fact that a regular polyse-
mous alternation is shared by many words, where the homonymous alternation
are mostly idiosyncratic. In our work we have tried first to detect the alternation
of senses of regular polysemous words and then, given some target regular alter-
nations, see whether or not the system we proposed was able to predict when an
ambiguous word was homonymous.
In the first task we have got an accuracy of 0.68, where in the second task
the accuracy is 0.73. Even though in both task we have got a pretty high
accuracy, we have had some problems, especially in the alternation extraction
of regular polysemous words, where the classification was based on the cosine
similarity between words syntactically related with the target and some words
representative of a set of senses. Using this approach we it is easy for the system to
make errors, such as, for instance, the error made with the target word hospital,
where the high occurrences of the word child classified as animal invalidated the
classification.
Another problem with this method is that (even though it is an unsupervised
procedure) we can predict and apply it to a small universe of words, which are
those having the senses we selected. It would be not possible to predict the
alternation of the word book, given that we do not have a way to represent the
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sense artifact. The main reason, as we already said in Section 5.2.1, is that this
sense represents very different categories of objects, and cannot be represented
as we do in this work.
This could be the first thing to improve in the future, which is to extend the
senses we use, in order to be able to predict more sense alternation of polysemous
words.
Another thing we could try to improve concerns the homonymous alternation
prediction. We have an high accuracy in predicting whether a word is regular
polysemous or homonymous basing on the alternation predicted. If it is one
of the targets, the alternation is regular, if not it is homonymous. We could
try to improve the model in detecting the different kind of lexical ambiguity
independently of some target alternations.
To conclude, this method has already given good results but is far from per-
fection. It can be further improved.
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